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Welcome to this edition of the quarterly journal of Economic
Development Australia.

What a big year for Economic Development
Australia! 

May I begin by acknowledging the outstanding contribution
of our immediate past EDA National Chairman, David
Keenan, and the recently retired and very hard working
eight national EDA Board members. We have indeed been
very fortunate to have enjoyed the insight, knowledge and
commitment of David and fellow Directors during this rapid
period of membership growth and development. On behalf
of all EDA members, we thank each of these individuals for
their valuable time and tremendous contribution to EDA.

I’d like to warmly welcome the newly elected EDA
National Board members. I look forward to working with
the team over the coming year.

2008 National Conference & Awards

Based on members’ evaluation, the 2008 National EDA
Conference and Awards held in Brisbane during October
was an outstanding success. Congratulations to all award
nominees and winners. Thank you to our EDA Conference
committee and Queensland chapter representatives who
actively assisted the National Board and Hallmark in
planning and delivering this important annual conference.
Please visit our website for a comprehensive summary of the
conference, awards winners and to see a few interesting
photos!

State Chapters

It is very satisfying to witness the great effort and
contributions of ALL EDA State Chapters. EDA sincerely
appreciates the valuable time, passion and commitment of
our members.

The 14th November 2008 was an important day as it
marked the official EDA-South Australian Chapter launch in
Adelaide. Attended by approximately 90 guests, EDA-SA
now has 42 members and is growing… well done to Brian
Hale (recently elected EDA-SA Chapter Chairman) and his
state chapter committee for this achievement in a relatively
short period of time. 

EDA-NSW chapter colleagues have recently elected
Stephen Joyce as their State Chapter Chairman.
Congratulations to Stephen (he was also recently appointed
EDA Deputy Chairman) and his committee who recently
completed their strategic planning for 2009 events. 

Submission 

In July this year EDA presented a submission to the Federal
Government’s Inquiry on Regional Development. This

important Inquiry has
enabled EDA to advocate
its position on several key
areas of federal economic
development policy and
community infrastructure
projects into the future. 

On 5th November 2008
the Federal Government
released the Funding
regional and local community infrastructure – proposals for
the new Regional and Local Community Infrastructure
Program Interim Report. EDA will review this report and
provide a response to the Federal Government over the
coming weeks. 

Professional Development 

Our relationship with RMIT University continues to move
from strength to strength. Dr Paul Collits and Professor Bruce
Wilson from RMIT University are highly effective advocates
in our Economic Development Graduate Program course
development. Members of the EDA Professional
Development sub-committee have enjoyed the sound
support, wisdom and advice of Peter Dryden. 

Sponsors

EDA recognises the very valuable support of our major
sponsors. We thank them for their ongoing support and
commitment to EDA.

Hallmark

To Peter Stirling and his wonderful team, thank you for your
continuing partnership and support. 

2009…

EDA will be holding its annual national strategic planning
session and Ministerial visits in Canberra during the last
week of February 2009. The EDA Board has agreed to
extend an invitation to each EDA State chapter Chair to
attend this important planning event. With the generosity of
David DeBruin from Qantas Link, this enables us to meet
face-to-face at least once a year.

Planning for the 2009 National EDA conference and
awards has already commenced. Opportunities to further
increase members’ participation in all our activities is being
reviewed. Your constructive suggestions are always very
welcomed.

On behalf of the EDA Board, we wish you compliments of
the season and encourage you to continue supporting
Economic Development Australia.

Best wishes

Steve Chapple

Steve Chapple

CHAIRMAN’S REPORT 
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AGM 8th October 2008 Brisbane
Sixty five members attended the second AGM and voted for
the election of nine directors. To ensure that the Board
membership is continually renewed, Directors serve a two-year
term, and each year nine directors retire. Retiring Chairman,
David Keenan reported on the progress of EDA since inception
in November 2006. At the time of the meeting there were 482
members. 

The following nine new Directors were elected: 

Trevor Ayers [City of Bunbury,WA], Tony Chadwick [Logan
Office of Economic Development, Qld], Julie Christie [Fairfield
City Council, NSW], Megan Dixon [Dubbo City Council, NSW],
Ling Gaspar [Belmont City Council, WA], Anne Moroney
[Barossa & Light RDB, SA], Neil McNish [City of Marion, SA],
Angela Quain [Local Government Association of Qld], and
Richard Walker [Executive Director, EDA]. 

The full Board then met briefly to elect interim office holders.
These following positions were confirmed at the next Board
meeting held by teleconference on Thursday 13th November
2008. 

Chairman: Stephen Chapple [Ararat Rural Council], Deputy
Chairman, Stephen Joyce [Griffith City Council], Treasurer:
Margaret Nicholls [Queanbeyan City Council, NSW] and
Secretary: Richard Walker [Executive Director]. 

The EDA Board met on 13th November and covered the
following main issues:

The RMIT Post Graduate Program in Economic Development is
progressing through the University accreditation process and
should be finalised in time for the full program to commence on
July 1st 2009.

Members’ responses to the survey on accreditation of
economic development practitioners, identified the following
issues which will need to be addressed before the next version is
circulated:

• Count experience rather than just academic qualifications

• Recognise prior learning

• Introduce a competency based approach to accreditation

• Conduct periodic audits to validate currency; and

• Ensure the Professional Development requirements to maintain
currency are flexible.

Directors decided to hold the annual strategic planning
meeting in Canberra on Tuesday 24th & Wednesday 25th
February 2009. The Chairpersons of each of EDA’s State
Practitioner Networks have also been invited to participate in the
meeting. On the Wednesday the meeting will be held in
Parliament House and a program of interaction with Ministers is
being organised.
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Queensland
The new EDA Queensland SPN Management Committee
held its first meeting following the National Conference.
The committee thought that the LGAQ Conference being
held in Townsville 4-5 March 2009 would be a good
opportunity to raise the profile of the EDA in Queensland.
It is planned to hold an EDA Qld SPN meeting in
conjunction with the Conference.

Nominations are being sought for Treasurer and
Membership Officer of the committee.

An event to launch EDA Qld is being planned for early
in 2009 and the Committee plans to invite the State
Minister, Desley Boyle, to attend or to officiate at a media
launch. A draft Strategic Plan has been produced for the
Queensland SPN. 

It was decided the most expedient way to hold regular
meetings would be by teleconference, outside business
hours, monthly to start with, and prior to the EDA National
Board meetings which are on the second Thursday of the
month. Face to face meetings would be arranged where
practicable, usually in conjunction with an event or
conference.

New South Wales
EDA NSW held a one-day strategic planning meeting in
Parliament House. The Committee members met with NSW
Regional Development Minister, Phillip Costa; Adrian
Piccoli, Shadow Minister for Regional & State
Development, and Kevin McDonald, CEO of the NSW
Business Chamber. Members revised the EDA NSW
Strategic Plan. A new initiative to provide a mentor/buddy
facility on the web page is to be trialed for NSW members
with a plan to use it nationally. 

Victoria
The Victorian chapter of EDA VIC has continued to meet on
a monthly basis and has been very busy over the past
couple of months following the second state practitioner
conference held in Echuca. 

The Victorian board congratulates fellow board member,
Stephen Chapple, who has been appointed as national
Chairman of EDA. The Vic board looks forward to working
with Stephen in his newly elected role. 

The board has welcomed the Parliamentary enquiry
report into Local Economic Development in Outer Suburban

L to R (back row): Neil McNish [SA], Anne Moroney [SA], Tony Chadwick [Qld], Richard Walker [EDA Executive Director],
Trevor Ayers [WA], Rick Dunn [Tas], Ling Gaspar [WA] L to R (front row): Grant Meyer [Vic], Stephen Joyce [NSW],
Stephen Chapple [Vic – Interim Chair], Marg Nicholls [Treasurer – NSW], Simon Millcock [SA], Megan Dixon [NSW],
Peter Dowling [Qld], Absent: Angela Quain [Qld], Julie Christie [NSW], Mike Thomas [NSW], David Penfold [SA] and
David de Bruin [Alternate].

STATE PRACTITIONER NETWORKS

EDA BOARD 2008/2009
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Melbourne handed down by the Outer Suburban/Interface
Services and Development Committee. The report is a big
win for EDA, clearly highlighting the importance and
relevance of EDA as an organisation to both State and
Local Governments.

EDA has been identified in 15 of the report’s
recommendations. The board has responded to the report
by writing to the Committee and relevant State Ministers
with a view to working together towards implementing
those recommendations. 

EDA Vic has also presented a submission to the
Parliamentary Enquiry into Regional Centres of the Future
being led by the Regional Committee of the Victorian
Parliament. Lillian Topic, Executive Officer, Rural and
Regional Committee, was a guest at the EDA Vic board
meeting in November where this submission was further
discussed.

In October Stephen Chapple represented the Victorian
chapter at the 2008 Partnerships for Social Inclusion
Conference and delivered a paper. 

In response to a Victorian member survey conducted in
September, an end-of-year networking function has been
organised for 11 December in Melbourne, with renowned
comedian and impersonator Ben Price as a special guest.
Full details and bookings can be made via the EDA
website. 

Following the successful partnership with the Small Towns
Summit in 2008, EDA Vic will be joining forces to hold

another duo of collaborative conferences in 2009. The
board is currently planning location, themes and speakers
of conferences in 2009 and full details will be made
available on the EDA website soon. 

Feedback is welcomed and can be provided to board
members, being; Kirsten Coster [The Planning Group]; Bill
Johnsen, Golden Plains Shire; Stephen Chapple, Ararat
Rural City; Brett Luxford, Melton Shire; Frances Grigoriou,
Cardinia Shire; Matthew Gould, VECCI; Ray Davies,
Pyrenees Shire; Daryl Treloar, Surf Coast Shire; Alicia
Keogh, Greater Shepparton; Allison Jones, Latrobe City
Council; John Francis, Whittlesea Shire; Simon
O’Callaghan, Yarra Ranges Shire and Mark Roberts,
Moorabool Shire Council.

South Australia
The South Australian Chapter of Economic Development
Australia was officially launched on 14 November 2008
by Bruce Carter, Chair South Australian Economic
Development Board. At a luncheon attended by 85
economic development professionals from local, state and
federal government and the private sector, Bruce outlined
the outlook for South Australian business and the role the
economic development profession can play in helping
business in what will be testing times.

National EDA Chair, Stephen Chapple, provided a great
overview of EDA’s plans for the future.

The SA Chapter commenced informally in late 2007 with
only 21 members. That has increased to 44 in the space of

L to R: Ian O’Loan, Chairman, Regional Development South Australia; Wendy Campana, Executive Director, Local
Government Association of South Australia; Stephen Chapple, National Chair, Economic Development Australia; Mayor
Robert Bria, City of Norwood Payneham St Peters; Bruce Carter, Chair South Australian Economic Development Board (Guest
Speaker); Mayor Felicity-ann Lewis, City of Marion and Brian Hales, Chair Economic Development Australia – SA Chapter.

EDA SA LAUNCH
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one year. Chair, Brian Hales, stated that the momentum
within the chapter has been building. “We have held two
professional development workshops this year with a full
program of events planned for next year. Our main focus
will be on professional development in the early stages but
we are looking to play a more active role in policy
development.”

Western Australia
EDA WA provided significant input into the recent inquiry
into a New Regional Development Funding Program,
including presenting at the Senate Committee at Parliament
House in WA. The results of the inquiry have proven

disappointing, with many of the recommendations and
submissions put forward seemingly ignored. Currently,
members are preparing and authorising budget
submissions to meet the short deadlines provided.

Many EDA WA members attended the recent National
Economic Development Conference 2008 in Brisbane and
enjoyed the opportunity to meet and network with Eastern
States counterparts. 

Tasmania
Following its AGM in October, EDA Tas is planning to hold
a Strategic Planning meeting in early January to plan the
next 18 months of activities.

ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT
PROGRAM AT RMIT

For RMIT University staff, the challenge of developing
a new Postgraduate Economic Development program has
been very exciting, and we are delighted to have been
selected by the EDA as the provider of this program. In a
very short timeframe we developed and presented two
short courses on-line during second semester 2008. Two
courses will be offered in semester 1 2009, and it is
expected that approval for development of the full program
planned to commence in semester 2 2009 will progress
through the University’s formal approvals process.

Our progress this year has met with significant
challenges for all involved. Developing and presenting
short courses on-line has been a new learning experience
for RMIT staff, as well as our students, but it has been an
opportunity to “test the waters”.

For example the preparation of material suitable for on-
line learning provides us with many opportunities to
present diverse and current materials to students, but we
need to learn to use the technology in the most appropriate
way. Challenges for students in remote areas of Australia
include accessing on-line notes and readings. 

Poor internet access and slow download times are
frustrating, especially for busy professionals trying to study,
and have presented obstacles to several of our students.
We will be investigating ways in which we can assist these
students with access to materials. Discussion boards are
also a new interactive learning tool for us, and we will be
considering the best way to utilise this. Resources in terms

of time and people have
also presented us with a
challenge, particularly
in meeting University
requirements.

This year we offered
two short courses:
Theory and Practice in
Economic Development
(Theory and Practice),
which had over 20
enrolments, and The
Regional Development
Policy Environment (Policy), with fewer enrolments. This
short course will be run again in Semester 1, 2009, and
follows on from Theory and Practice. The second short
course we will be running is Business Attraction, Retention
and Expansion (BARE) which will be a follow-on for those
who have completed Policy. Details of both new courses
follow.

The University’s internal approval process is very
thorough, and staff are excited at the prospect of
developing an industry specific programme not offered
elsewhere in Australia. However, to ensure that all course
offerings meet the University guidelines for postgraduate
standards, there are rigorous standards to meet. We
anticipate that the introduction of the Masters program in
Economic Development will have approval to commence in

With the active support of the EDA, RMIT University has begun offering post-graduate economic development courses. The

current short courses are expected to be supplemented with full courses once approval is granted by the university authorities.

By Dr Paul Collits

Dr Paul Collits
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Semester 2 2009. EDA has been involved in these
discussions and is very supportive of this process. We look
forward to future developments, and ongoing participation
of the EDA membership in our new program.

Course offerings for Semester 1 2009 
Enrolments will be managed by RMIT Training
www.rmittraining.com.au

Business Attraction, Retention and
Expansion (S365027)
The course provides economic development practitioners
with the knowledge and skills to be able to provide help to
businesses in their regions. The course will cover attraction,
retention and expansion of firms. Attracting new businesses
to a region is one of the traditional tools of the economic
developer. It is equally important to assist start up firms and
retain them in the region, and to help firms to grow that are
capable of growth. The course will encompass the notion
of “economic gardening”, that is, growing existing firms,
since existing firms provide the majority of new jobs in
many regions. It will also ensure that practitioners
understand the importance of linking new firm attraction
strategies to existing regional strengths. 

The course will focus on helping practitioners to help
individual businesses. Understanding the local economy is
vital to attraction, retention and expansion activities.
However, this course will focus on the core skills and
knowledge required to make these strategies mutually
reinforcing and effective.

The Regional Development Policy
Environment (S365019)
The course addresses the central elements of how
“regional” and “economic” development policies are done
in Australia. It provides a detailed explanation of policy
processes, the key government players at each level of
government, some historical background, and approaches
overseas. The course is about both process and the content
and purpose of regional policies.

Policies made outside the region play a major role in
shaping what can be achieved at the local level and it is
essential for practitioners to know how the political systems
operate. Different kinds of interventions are assessed and
analysed. Regional policy is a complex process and some
of the complexities will be unpacked to make sense of the
context in which practitioners operate. 

Dr Paul Collits has worked in regional
development for over 15 years. He is currently
Research Fellow in Regional Development at
RMIT University’s Hamilton campus. Email
paul.collits@rmit.edu.au

Inquiry delivers findings on 
outer-urban economic development
An inquiry that examined methods that outer Melbourne
metropolitan councils should use to help develop their
local economies has presented its final report to the
Victorian Parliament. The parliament’s Outer
Suburban/Interface Services and Development
Committee inquiry’s final report makes a number of
recommendations about the role local governments’
economic development units can play in promoting
economic growth on Melbourne’s fringes.

The report recommends the Victorian Government, the
Municipal Association of Victoria and Economic
Development Australia work together to collate
examples of successful local economic development
methodologies and case studies relevant to outer
suburban economic development units, and make this
information available to councils. This could possibly be
achieved by developing a specialised economic
development web portal.

Additionally, the report recommends that a local
economic development mentoring scheme should be
developed where experienced economic development
practitioners mentor newer practitioners in the field.
According to the report, the Victorian Government
should provide funding for the MAV and outer suburban
councils to develop a website that can be adopted by all
the councils’ economic development units to promote
services offered by the councils to assist prospective
businesses to begin operating and grow in their region.

The report recommends the State Government
investigate establishing a fund for outer suburban
councils to apply for financial assistance to undertake
major infrastructure projects that would promote
economic development in these suburbs.

The report drew very heavily on the EDA’s submission
and the Committee recommends a very active role for
the EDA in the final report. It notes that while economic
development initiatives may be developed to address the
broader economic development needs of Melbourne’s
outer suburban councils, each council would need to
refine and adapt such initiatives to cater for the specific
requirements of its own local community.

The report states that many economic development
units in outer suburban councils would benefit from
improved data collection and modelling of current local
economic development capacity. This information would
allow future economic development initiatives to be
tailored to the needs of the municipality. 

To view the final report of the Inquiry into
Local Economic Development in Outer
Suburban Melbourne, visit http://www
.parliament.vic.gov.au/osisdc/inquiries
/economicdevelopment/report.htm 
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Insurance cover for ED Practitioners
EDA has been approached by a number of members who
have been experiencing difficulty in obtaining Professional
Indemnity Insurance cover for their business. EDA
approached EDA’s insurer (the IH Group) (who provides
EDA with Professional Indemnity, Directors & Officers
Insurance and Public Liability cover). IH Group have been
able to meet the members needs and provided insurance
cover.

Insurance House Group (IHG) has a long history of
providing insurance solutions to clients and member
groups. Importantly IHG understands the insurance needs
of Economic Development Australia (EDA) private sector
members. IHG has already successfully developed
solutions for certain EDA members.  

IHG is committed to the provision of the best possible
insurance products at the best possible price; ensuring
members can access quality insurance protection. We
pride ourselves in our ability to offer EDA members a “one-
stop-insurance – shop” by offering all insurance products,
both commercial and domestic.

For assistance with your insurance please
contact Anthony Di Fiore toll free on 1300 305
834.

Advisory panel to oversee 
ED in Port Stephens
An Economic Development Advisory Panel comprising
councillors, leaders from various industry sectors and a
NSW Government representative is overseeing the
implementation of a plan to drive economic development in
Port Stephens Council.

The panel was established in May 2008 to shape the
economic future of the Hunter Valley centre under the
Business Port Stephens initiative. It comprises councillors
from each ward of Port Stephens Council; the council’s
General Manager; a senior official of the NSW
Department of State and Regional Development; and
representatives from the tourism, defence, manufacturing,
aviation, retail, and small business sectors.

Brendan Brooks, the Economic Development Officer at
Port Stephens Council, said the panel meets quarterly and
has a variety of roles, including:

• Attracting businesses and investment to Port Stephens; 

• Working with the local community to strengthen existing
businesses and to grow the local economy; 

• Targeting growth industry sectors and attracting new
activities; 

• Delivering programs tailored for small business; 

• Exploring opportunities for skills development; and 

• Securing government funding for major projects and
economic development initiatives.

Mr Brooks is a member of the Port Stephens Economic
Development Unit – a shopfront in the central business
district which liaises directly with businesses. The unit is
headed by Economic Development Manager, Lesley
Morris, who is responsible for strategic planning and also
includes Research and Marketing Officer, Angela Kincaid,
who looks after promotional activities.

Mr Brooks said the Economic Development Unit has been
operating since July. He says it has identified opportunities
for business in the region and increased networking among
business leaders through promotional events. 

Further information on Business Port Stephens
can be found www.businessportstephens.com.au 

New body to oversee 
Mildura’s economic development
Mildura Rural City Council is revamping the way in which
economic development is undertaken in its region by
approving the establishment of a new body that will
operate independently of the council. It will replace the
Sunraysia Mallee Economic Development Board. 

Mildura Rural City Council said the decision to create the
association followed a council-commissioned review. The
review found an independent association would have more
flexibility to pursue business development opportunities and
would also engage the community more directly in the
Sunraysia region’s economic development.

The new body has been charged with developing,
implementing and then reviewing the council’s overall
economic development strategy. It will focus on growing
established and new industry sectors, and will also work to
ensure economic development does not compromise the
region’s liveability, environment, heritage values and
community assets.

The new body will receive funding from the council’s
current differential rate levied for economic development. It
will consist of nine business and industry members and is
expected to commence operations in January 2009.

Darebin seeks partner 
for $140m development
Melbourne’s Darebin City Council has called for
expressions of interest from developers interested in
partnering with the council in a $140 million urban
redevelopment project.

Darebin’s General Manager of City Development, Kevin
Breen, said the project will completely transform the Preston
Civic Precinct. The development will consist of an inter-
cultural centre and community hub; commercial office

news
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space for more than 460 jobs; a residential development
consisting of affordable housing; council and civic
facilities; minor retail shops; a civic plaza and car parking.

Mr Breen said the council hopes to negotiate a
development agreement with a partner by the end of
2009, subject to funding commitments and the
development approval process. The four-year construction
of the project is expected to start in 2010.

For further information on the project contact
Nick Mazzarella, Manager Major Projects at
Darebin Council on (03) 8470 8526.

Ipswich to purchase shopping precinct
Queensland’s Ipswich City Council will spend around $45
million to purchase one of the city’s key shopping precincts
in order to drive the redevelopment of the site. 

Ipswich City Council’s Mayor, Cr Paul Pisasale, said the
purchase of Ipswich City Square will be funded from
borrowings, but the council expects to recoup the capital
outlay within three to four years.

He said Ipswich City Square is considered a key site in
the council’s ongoing efforts to revitalise central Ipswich,
with the purchase designed to overcome years of
wrangling over how the city centre should be developed.
Ipswich City Square presently comprises nearly 26,000
square metres of retail and office space, of which just 40%
is currently tenanted.

The council is close to signing a contract for the purchase
of the city square. Once the contract is signed, the council
will quickly seek expressions of interest from private sector
bodies for the redevelopment of the site. The proposed
redevelopment could include the establishment of major
department stores, restaurants, and up to 20 levels of
commercial space and residential accommodation.

Boost to local jobs by creating 
new employment precinct
Cardinia Shire Council in outer Melbourne has approved
the draft version of a blueprint for a new employment
precinct that it hopes will create thousands of jobs in the
municipality.

The council’s draft ‘Cardinia Road Employment Precinct’
structure plan provides a long-term strategic framework for
the development of a 602-hectare parcel of land
earmarked as one of the key employment precincts within
the Cardinia urban growth corridor

Cardinia Shire Council Mayor, Bill Ronald, said the
council expects the precinct will eventually provide up to
15,000 jobs in the shire. The council hopes to set new
benchmarks for building design and landscaping in

developing the precinct, which is to include open space
corridors to provide for stormwater management, habitat
values, trails and passive recreation; and provision for bus
routes, bicycle paths and footpaths to provide alternative
means of access other than by car.

Cr Ronald said the precinct will create new employment
opportunities for the local and regional workforce and will
focus on professional, highly skilled and specialist jobs in
order to provide further employment options in a region
that has traditionally been focused upon manufacturing
and industrial employment.

Presently, more than 60% of the Cardinia workforce
commutes to jobs outside the fast-growing municipality.
According to Cr Ronald, the precinct would be part of a
wider project by the council to encourage significant
investment and job creation in the Cardinia Shire.

The draft structure plan provides for the development of
commercial and office space; an activity centre with a
retail component of approximately 6000 square metres;
and the development of up to 2000 homes.

For more information, contact Cardinia Shire
Council on 1300 787 624.

Wodonga establishes special 
logistics unit 
The City of Wodonga has established a council business
unit specifically designed to support the region’s
burgeoning transport and logistics industry. The unit is
developing a program to create at least 35 jobs in the
city’s transport and logistics sector and to raise awareness
of the sector’s long-term career opportunities.

The council’s Manager Investment Attraction, Ross
Gliddon, said the efforts to provide extra employment in
transport and logistics will focus on disadvantaged or
unemployed people in the region.

The City has established the Transport and Distribution
Industry Support Unit (TDISU) to create employment
projects. A full-time project coordinator has been hired and
a steering committee consisting of industry representatives
has been convened.

Mr Gliddon said a national industry survey conducted in
2007 identified Wodonga as being strategically placed to
participate in the future growth of the transport and
distribution industry.

The council has received $370,000 in state government
funding to finance the work of the TDISU, but the funding
will end in June 2009. He says the council will work to
attract funding from industry to provide a long-term future
for the support unit.

Meanwhile, the council is continuing to liaise with the
private sector on the sale of the remaining land at its

news



‘LOGIC’ industrial hub More than 67 hectares of council-
owned land at the park have so far been sold by the
council in six separate lots, and it hopes to generate more
than $60 million by selling the remainder of the land –
about 580 hectares – as a single parcel.

The council established the LOGIC industrial hub in the
hope it would be a significant long-term driver for
economic growth in the region. It has promoted the land’s
logistical benefits due to its location at the middle of the rail
and road corridor between Sydney and Melbourne.

For more information about the LOGIC industrial
hub, visit www.logicwodonga.com.au. To
contact the City of Wodonga phone (02) 6022
9300.

Funding injection for council
infrastructure projects
The Federal Government has announced that councils
across Australia will immediately share $250 million in
Commonwealth funding for community infrastructure
projects, with a further $50 million to be awarded under a
competitive bid process for larger-scale municipal projects.

The funding, fast-tracked to help stimulate the nation’s
economy, comprises the first funding distribution under the

Rudd Government’s new Regional and Local Community
Infrastructure Program. The funds are required to be
expended by councils by September next year, ensuring a
quick injection of the monies into local economies.

Guidelines to how councils can meet the criteria for
receiving funds through both the $250 million and $50
million sections of the program’s funding pool are expected
to be released this week by the Federal Government.

Each council will receive at least $100,000, under the
distribution of the $250 million, with councils in areas of
high growth – with populations of more than 30,000 – will
receive an additional $300,000. The largest grant to be
distributed to councils will be $2.9 million. The allocation
of funds to councils will be guided by the grants distribution
methodology in use for distributing Financial Assistance
Grants to councils. 

The $50 million for “strategic”, larger-scale projects will
be distributed via a competitive grants application process.
The Regional and Local Community Infrastructure
Program’s first funding round was to be contained in the
May 2009 Federal Budget. The budget will now contain
the program’s funding round for the 2009/2010 financial
year. The funding pool for the 2009/2010 funding round
and the program’s regular future annual funding rounds
have yet to be announced by the Federal Government.

The Regional and Local Community Infrastructure
Program replaces the former Howard Government’s
controversial Regional Partnerships program as the Federal
Government’s key mechanism for funding local government
economic development projects. The Federal Government’s
other key economic development program for regional
areas is the Better Regions program, through which funding
began to be distributed during the current financial year.

Between 2003-2004 and 2006-2007, nearly $330
million was expended through the Regional Partnerships
program, according to a report by the Australian National
Audit Office.

Shire succeeds with $1 land deal
Richmond Shire in western Queensland has been
successful in its bid to attract new residents to alleviate
local skills shortages and promote economic growth by
selling blocks of residential land for just $1. The council
initiated a “$1 Land Grab” for seven blocks of land in the
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news

If you have any news items that would be of
general interest to ED managers in other
councils, please forward them to the Editor,
Peter Stirling, at peter.stirling@halledit.com.au

Council’s planned freight terminal
The City of Greater Shepparton has short listed six
companies to design a major inland road and rail
freight terminal. To be known as the Goulburn Valley
Freight Logistics Centre, it could serve as a model for
other regional municipalities whose farm and business
sectors generate significant exports.

The regional Victorian council recently sought
expressions of interest for the preliminary design of the
entire 331 hectare freight centre site, and the detailed
design of stages one to three of the planned six stages
of the site's development. 

It is estimated it will cost a total of about $70 million
for the subdivision of the terminal's land and
establishment of a rail intermodal terminal and services
such as roads, electricity and water. The construction of
warehousing and other related developments could cost
another $70 million to $150 million.

The City of Greater Shepparton’s Director, Corporate
and Economic Development, Dean Rochfort, has
previously stated the council is keen to obtain private
sector finance from developers to help fund the cost of
developing the terminal

For more information, phone the City of
Greater Shepparton on (03) 5832 9700
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town of Richmond, which were sold through a ballot
process.

Richmond Shire CEO, Michelle Clarke, said a total
of 39 applications and hundreds of enquiries were
received for the land grab. Thirty of the applications
received by the council were deemed to be eligible for
the ballot. The successful applicants drawn through the
ballot come from various locations in Queensland.

Ms Clarke says the council’s land sale initiatives was
similar to those undertaken by other local governments
that have helped boost local economic development by
bringing skilled workers to rural towns. According to Ms
Clarke, the council is always looking for skilled
labourers to join its workforce, and Richmond is
presently without a hairdresser or vet for the town.

However, while there were conditions attached to
the allocation of land through the ballot, the seven
allotments were not allocated on the basis of
applicants’ skills.

Conditions for applicants for the allocation of land
through the ballot included possessing less than
$500,000 in assets. Applicants were also required to
gain pre-approval from a bank to build a residence,
with the dwelling to be built within two years and
owner occupied for at least 12 months. 

For more information, contact Richmond
Shire on (07) 4741 3277.

Council taps into South Africa
The City of Greater Bendigo has received more than 200
responses from South African professionals and trades people
to a campaign designed to attract skilled workers and boost
economic development in Bendigo region.

The council placed advertisements in selected South
African newspapers in September and October under its
Skilled Migration Program. The advertisements promoted the
benefits of working in Bendigo and called on interested
skilled workers to visit the program’s website for further
information.

The Regional Coordinator of the Skilled Migration
Program, Lisa Farrar, said she has vetted about 150 resumes
from engineers, welders, architects, doctors and nurses
interested in jobs that are available in Greater Bendigo. Ms
Farrar says the most appropriate resumes have been
forwarded to local employers who have positions to fill.

Another 50 skilled South African workers have expressed
interest in moving to Bendigo if positions arise in their area
of expertise. Their details have been put into a database on
the program’s website which can be accessed at
www.bendigoskilledmigration.com.au. 

Ms Farrar said that the results of the initiative show that
targeted marketing is successful in attracting skilled workers. She
says the campaign has also proved that Bendigo is an attractive
destination for workers wanting jobs in a positive environment.

For further information, contact Ms Farrar on (03)
5434 6247.

news

Tuesday September 29 & Wednesday September
30, 2009 at the Sebel Hotel, Albert Park,
Melbourne
The 2009 National Economic Development Conference, organised by
Economic Development Australia and Hallmark Conferences, is expected to
attract more than 250 delegates from councils and regional and state
development agencies across Australia. The 2009 conference will be the
fourth annual Economic Development Conference for ED Managers.

Leading experts in the field of economic development will be invited to
address this premier annual forum for economic development managers.

We are inviting submissions of interest in presenting papers to
the two-day conference in the near future. Information will be
progressively loaded onto the EDA website and the Hallmark
Conferences website in coming months.

Registrations for the conference will open within the next three months for
delegates wishing to register in the current financial year.

National Economic Development Conference 2009
Solutions for sustainable economic development

MARK YOUR
DIARY NOW
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WINNERS AND FINALISTS OF THE 2008
ED AWARDS 

The 2008 Economic Development Awards (the ED
Awards) were presented at a Gala Dinner in Brisbane on
October 8, and attended by more than 250 economic
development managers from local government regional
development agencies and state departments, as well as
councillors from across Australia. The Gala Awards
ceremony was held on the evening of Day one of the
National Economic Development Conference.

In addition to the eight awards, the outgoing Chair of
Economic Development Australia, David Keenan, was
presented with a special award for outstanding excellence
for his major contribution to the development of the EDA
from a state based body into an influential national
organisation for economic development managers.

More than 60 entries were received from councils,
regional bodies, state government and the private sector
for the 2008 Awards. New EDA Chairman, Stephen
Chapple, congratulated the winners and finalists and
commended all who had submitted entries for the 2008
awards. He also thanked the judging panel for their
contribution.

The winners and finalists are listed below, together with
a brief profile of their award submissions.

Strategic Economic Development 
Award – National
Winner: Wangaratta Rural City Council 

Contributing a hefty $191 million to the local economy, the
agricultural sector and associated industries are key economic
drivers to the prosperity of the Rural City of Wangaratta.

Yet, during times of drought and economic conditions,
the livelihoods of those reliant on the agribusiness sector
such as farm workers, farm owners and operators can be
at risk. In a positive move designed to engage and retain
rural people with skills in the wider region, Doug Sharp
who is Chief Executive Officer of the City, has worked to
shape an assistance initiative in the form of The Rural Skills
Connect project.

Finalists: Tourism Queensland and the Sunraysia Mallee
Economic Development Board 

Strategic Economic Development 
Award – Regional
Winner: Cities of Whittlesea & Hume

An initiative of the Cities of Whittlesea and Hume in

northern Melbourne, the Plenty Food website aims to
elevate the region’s food suppliers to local, national and
international buyers are indeed paying dividends. 

The website showcases more than 120 of the food
manufacturers and wholesale suppliers to markets, food
service and hospitality sector and – in tandem with
exhibits at leading national and international exhibitions –
sales of more than $3 million have already been
generated.

The Victorian Government and local food manufacturers
have got right behind this initiative and the industry cluster
provides opportunities for small to medium manufacturers
to participate in global strategies – thereby supporting a
strong and growing industry sector of great economic
importance to Melbourne’s north. 

Finalists: Belmont City Council and the Sunshine Coast
Regional Council 

David Keenan (left), the inaugural EDA Chairman,
receiving his special award for contributions to the EDA
from the incoming Chair, Stephen Chapple.
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Economic Development 
Marketing Award

Winner: Greater Shepparton City Council
Established by Greater Shepparton City Council in 1998,
the Shepparton Show Me project is successfully
reinvigorating Shepparton’s local commercial and retail
sector and cultivating a rosy outlook for the region in the
long-term. Funded by more than 1700 businesses within
the boundary of the CBD, Shepparton Show Me generates
impressive annual revenues of more than half a million
dollars.

Sponsorship, marketing, advertising, promotions and a
Christmas campaign have turbo-charged the use of local
services, attendance at events and festivals, the restaurant
trade, hotels, shops and more – keeping the dollars
circulating around the local business sector. The
favourable boost to the retail and commercial sector,
delivered by Shepparton Show Me, was endorsed by an
Economic Benefit Assessment.

Finalists: Parramatta City Council and Gold Coast City
Council 

Environmental Economic 
Innovation Award

Winner: Logan City Council 

SouthWest 1 is a 120-hectare integrated environmental,
recreation and Mixed Industry Business Area precinct
which is setting a new benchmark for public enterprise
development. The project incorporates the latest in
ecologically sustainable design and high-end
communication technologies, and is reputedly one of the
largest commercial and industrial developments
undertaken by local government authority in the Southern
Hemisphere. On its completion more than $100 million
will have been invested in SW1, generating 2000 jobs
and about $100 million annually in wages. Annual
business turnover is projected to exceed $220 million,
boosting the region's GDP by more than 5 per cent.

Finalists: City of Yarra; Melbourne Water and Richmond
Asian Business Association; Hume City Council; Hornsby
Shire Council

Finalists and winners Strategic Economic Development Award 2008 (L to R): Andrew Millen (Sunraysia Mallee EDB), Mayor
Roberto Paino (Wangaratta Rural City Council) (winner), David Morgans (Tourism Queensland), and Peter Cummins of
Delfin Lend Lease (sponsor). 
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Indigenous Economic 
Development Award
Winner: City of
Onkaparinga

In recognition of Southern
Adelaide region’s Indigenous
population – a significant one
per cent of the total population
– the City of Onkaparinga has
trialled an approach to reflect
the broader community by
lifting its Indigenous staffing
levels to one per cent.

With a total staff size
approaching 600, the initial
target was to employ six
Aboriginal people.

The City focused on the new
Aboriginal Employment
Program within the emerging
Aboriginal School-Based
Apprenticeships model, aimed at encouraging young
people into a career in Local Government. The City of
Onkaparinga was the first council in South Australia to
trial this innovative approach. Now, several more
Adelaide metropolitan councils are believed to be
applying this Aboriginal School-Based Apprenticeship
program as a basis for lifting their own employment levels
of Indigenous people.

Finalist: Ipswich City Council

Economic Development 
Partnerships Award
Winner: Port Macquarie Hastings Council

In partnership with its local business community, Port
Macquarie-Hastings Council has implemented a
progressive economic strategy titled Building a High
Performance Business Community.

The focus of the strategy is on growth-oriented
businesses that are planning to sell products and services
beyond the local area and to become globally connected.
The partnership currently comprises key business
organisations, 25 entrepreneurial businesses, on the way
to the desired target of 150 industry-based taskforces,
educational institutions and a Futures Board. 

Finalists: Glen Eira City Council and Kingston City Council;
Warrnambool City Council

Economic Development Leadership
Award (Elected members)
Winner: Ian O’Loan 

Epitomising the role of the dedicated public servant, Ian
O’Loan has worked for more than two decades in serving
his community, region, state and the nation in the
economic development field. He is the Chairman of
Regional Development South Australia, the Yorke Regional
Development Board, and Mallala Economic Development
Board; President of the National Association Saleyard
Service Organisation and more recently he was
appointed Chair of the Development of Horticulture
Industries on the Adelaide Plains.

Finalist: Paul Pisasale, Mayor of the City of Ipswich Finalist:
Bill McDonald, the Chair of Sunshine Coast Enterprises

Economic Development 
Leadership Award (Employee)
Winner: Jeff Bothe

Jeff Bothe is the Industry Development Officer in the
Business Development Unit of the City of Greater Bendigo,
which is Victoria’s third largest urban centre. With a
population of more than 100,000 and industries that
pump around $8 billion into the economy each year,
Bendigo has won a reputation for dynamism in reshaping
its industrial life in the past decade.

Finalist: Gerrie Carr-MacFie, Sunshine Coast Enterprises

Finalists and winners Economic Development Marketing Award (L to R): Suzette Sutton
[Gold Coast City Council], Alicia Keogh [Greater Shepparton City Council] WINNER,
Serge Markov [Parramatta City Council] and Bill Dunn [Telstra] (SPONSOR)
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The Victorian Government’s $3.9 million Global Skills
for Provincial Victoria (GSPV) program aims to deliver
direct skilled migration assistance to employers and
businesses in Warrnambool and across the Great South
Coast (GSC) region – a six-council, economic agenda-
based, strategic consortium comprising Warrnambool City,
Glenelg, Southern Grampians, Moyne, Corangamite and
Colac-Otway Shire Councils. 

Phil Hoggan has been appointed Project Manager – Skills
for Growth and works to identify and address skills shortages
in combination with the partner councils, State Government
departmental resources, Department of Immigration &
Citizenship (DIAC) and existing employment service and
community support service providers. A program target of
40 skilled migrant placement outcomes per annum has been
set over the two-year period, with additional funding
available should outcomes reach or exceed 100.

With the GSC region now experiencing a phase of
unprecedented growth and economic activity, the effects of
both a labour and skills shortage are beginning to be
widely felt, but more so for certain industries. By definition
a labour shortage is a shortage of labour resources in
general; a skills shortage is a shortfall in education and
training within the resident workforce to meet the
requirements of business.

The 2007 Great South Coast Sustainable Investment &
Development Framework study concluded that the labour
and skills shortage was widespread throughout Australia
and Victoria, but more keenly felt in our region due to a
number of factors:

• Slow growth-rate of the population base

• Ageing population base

• Strong economy and a demand for labour, across all
industries, high-skill and low-skill

• Increased demand in health and community services
sector resulting from an ageing population base

• Relatively high birth-rate impacting labour market
availability (women or stay-at-home dads)

• Wider dispersal of training locations and limited course
availability for regional areas

• Climate change and the competitiveness of the region’s
dairy industry, creating demand for dairy and other farm
labour

• Hardwood plantations reaching point of harvest

• Wind energy investment gathering pace, and

• Opportunity for advancement in regional areas
previously limited, creating the incentive to relocate.

Post-study, and further compounding this skills shortage, is
a marked decline in the regional unemployment figure from
5.4 per cent at the end of 2006 to 3.5 per cent as at June
2008. This figure sits well below the overall June
unemployment rate for Victoria of 4.5 per cent and confirms
the pool of local labour available for training or up-skilling
has declined dramatically in an 18-month period. 

Labour Supply
Numerous programs exist attempting to address the labour
shortage. Most programmes are designed to increase the
labour supply by targeting different resident demographic
groups including younger workers and women. There are
also a number of programs targeting skilled migrants and
GSPV is one of these.

Early employer consultation across the region by the
GSPV Project Officer has confirmed the findings of the
Great South Coast Sustainable Investment & Development
Framework Study. Although consultation across the six
municipalities is yet to be completed, some issues of
concern have already emerged in relation to the region’s
ability to meet the demand for skilled labour, both now and
into the future.

Broadly speaking, large-scale and immediate demand has
been identified across six industry sectors:

• Timber 

• Health and allied health 

• Meat processing 

• Automotive (maintenance and repair) 

• Trades (building & construction); and 

• Agriculture.

There were shortages in a number of specific
occupational types including drivers (heavy vehicle),
harvest machine operators, GPs, registered nurses, health
professionals, abattoir slaughterpersons and boners, diesel
motor mechanics and motorcycle mechanics, builders,
bricklayers, plasterers, electricians and dairy farm
managers.

INITIATIVES TO ATTRACT SKILLED LABOUR

Six councils in south west Victoria (the Great South Coast – GSC – region) have banded together to attract skilled personnel

in short supply.  Warrnambool City Council’s Director, City Growth, BILL MILLARD, reviews the challenges that they are

tackling to ensure that growth in their region is not stymied by skill shortages.
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Moderate-scale but immediate and anticipated demand
has also been identified across additional occupational
types including fitters, boilermaker-welders, concreters,
transport (logistics & coordination) and teachers. In Local
Government the skills needed include statutory planners,
strategic planners, civil engineers and environment and
health staff.

Of major concern is that, as part of the process of
vacancy and skilled migrant candidate-sharing with the
eleven other regional GSPV project coordinators, the skills-
in-demand lists across the state are (with minor exception)
identical. Greatest immediate demand for skilled persons is
in timber harvesting, with four regional transport
companies struggling not only to fill current heavy vehicle
positions, but also for two of these businesses a further 280
positions hinge on the imminent awarding of harvest
contracts.

For the meat slaughtering and processing industry, 36
unfilled positions are significantly impacting one
company’s ability to produce to capacity and meet export
orders. Each skilled position has a downstream
employment generator estimated at 2.5 semi/unskilled
positions (ie 90 additional positions would be immediately
created upon filling the skilled positions).

Using Remplan (a regional economic modeling tool – a
full analysis of the flow-on benefits is available) a direct
increase in 126 positions broadly equates to a direct
increase in output of $77 million. Consequentially, the
demand for intermediate goods and services would rise by
a further $28.23 million (ie the indirect industrial flow-on
effect generated by servicing industry sectors in response to
the change in output).

Foreign workers
Sub-class 457 (temporary long-stay) visa application
processing for both truck driver and abattoir
slaughterpersons is currently suspended or ‘frozen’ by the
Department of Immigration & Citizenship (DIAC). This is
despite both occupations falling within the eligible
Australian Standard Classification of Occupation (ASCO)
code groupings for regional employers.

Whilst a way forward is open to the meat industry to
overcome the 457 visa dilemma through the negotiation
and implementation of labour agreements, the company in
question has chosen to reject this as an option and in part
its decision has been vindicated by the state’s position on
such agreements.

Both occupations (slaughter-person and truck driving)
satisfy other sub-class 457 visa eligibility criteria in that
they have been soundly labour-market tested by the
respective employers to determine if suitable domestic
(Australia-wide) labour, either skilled or training-eligible,
exists. Further, these companies have a solid operational

history and have met the requirement to advance the skills
of their existing workforce. 

Many operators within the transport industry now predict
a pattern of circular poaching through an escalation of pay
and conditions being offered to lure skilled and qualified
drivers. One major manufacturer in Moyne Shire has
expressed concern that it has long been employing
additional drivers on a seasonal basis, for six months from
October to March. With 50 full-time drivers, the business
relies heavily on the continued availability of 35
‘seasonals’ to meet peak production demands.

Although some skilled vacancies are for single positions,
particular occupations are proving extremely difficult to fill,
both from the local labour pool and through skilled
migration. Some positions have been vacant for periods
approaching or exceeding 12 months, including GPs,
irrigation project manager, and apprentice jockey
(Australia’s population is now more typically exceeding the
industry’s weight limitations). A Supervisor – Motor
Mechanic position remains unfilled even though a suitable
migrant candidate has been identified – a victim of broadly
applied and sometimes pedantic visa eligibility criteria.

UK initiative
Warrnambool City Council decided to send the Skills for
Growth Project Manager,  Phil Hoggan, to the
Opportunities Australia 08 skilled employment expos in
Leeds and London. Council’s decision was predicated on
acknowledgement of all those exceptional regional factors
as identified in the 2007 Great South Coast Sustainable
Investment & Development Framework study.

The expos were held in the Savilles Pavilion, Royal
Armouries Leeds and at the Kensington Olympia Stadiums
in London. In addition a specific engineers' recruitment

Phil Hoggan (centre) speaks with skilled migration candidates
at the Opportunities Australia 08 Expo in London.
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event was hosted by Victoria’s Agent-General, David
Buckingham, on the evening of October 27 at Australia
House, London.

All expo attendees paid £15 entrance fee, an indication
that they are serious about migrating to Australia. Attendance
at the Leeds expo was 4831. The attendance figure for
London has since been confirmed at 6189 (it was hectic!). 

Phil Hoggan spoke to many people, and promotional
DVDs and literature were distributed. Some 170 skilled
candidate CVs were collected at the event and a further 15
have since been received via email. Phil took 24 specific
position descriptions to the UK and believes (at first cut) to
have identified multiple and suitable candidates for over
50 per cent of these.

As a result, Warrnambool City Council, the Great South
Coast region and its employers now have enhanced access
to the skills such as building trades, metal trades, and all
health workers including Nurses, Speech Therapist,
Radiographers, Occupational Therapists and other medical
professionals, engineers, chefs, cooks and restaurant
managers.

The process of supplying employers with previously
identified vacancies access to the UK jobseeker details is
now underway with active matching of skilled candidates
with these vacancies and forwarding of CVs to respective
employers. Phil will facilitate initial employer/candidate
contact including email exchange, telephone interview,
and offshore testing and assessment procedures.

The overall calibre of expo attendee was high to very
high. Some candidates have already satisfied the
assessment protocol for General Skilled Migration (ie they
have their visa). They simply need a job offer to provide the
certainty to commence the move to Australia.

Summary
The GSC Region is competing with other Victorian regions
and regions Australia-wide with a duplicate shopping-list of
skill requirements. Skilled workers are required in
considerable numbers to meet demand, both immediately
and imminently for some of the region’s major businesses. 

The skills shortage, and in some cases regulatory
impositions, are significantly impacting or have the
potential to significantly impact upon the delivery of major
regional economic development initiatives.

The skills shortage is preventing some businesses from
meeting current demand for product, or preventing
expansion of their business to meet demand potential.

Many businesses predict continual demand for skills
across their industry, resulting in rotational poaching of
skills and a consequential escalation of wages.
Exceptional circumstance calls for exceptional and ‘out-of-
the-box’ solutions (such as attending overseas employment
expos). 

Bill Millard is the Director City Growth,
Warrnambool City Council

Phil Hoggan at the Warrnambool stand at the Opportunities
Australia 08 Expo in London.
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SHEPPARTON SHOWS HOW 

Recognising the strong retail and commercial sector in
Shepparton and the role it could play in attracting and
retaining visitors to the region, the Greater Shepparton City
Council established Shepparton Show Me 10 years ago.
Combining sponsorship, marketing, advertising,
promotions and a Christmas campaign to entice people to
Shepparton, the Shepparton Show Me initiative seeks to
ensure the long term viability and economic sustainability
of the city’s retail and commercial sector.

The concept for the initiative was originally proposed by
a group of committed and enthusiastic Shepparton business
owners, with a view to combining forces to promote the
vast range of businesses in the Shepparton central business
district. After extensive consultation with business owners
and the general community, the council adopted
Shepparton Show Me in the form it is today.

The initiative is funded by a promotional differential,
which forms a component of the general differential rate,
on 1735 businesses within the boundary of the Shepparton
central business district, generating an annual income of
around $550,000. The promotional differential is based
on the capital improved value of a property, and the rate
in the dollar is determined by the level of income required
by Shepparton Show Me each financial year. 

By making the promotional differential dependent upon the
required income, rather than the general differential rate, it
is not affected by increases to the general differential and
provides for greater flexibility and fairness to businesses.

The Shepparton Show Me committee comprises up to eight
members of the Shepparton business community, with
representation from the council. Operating as a Special
Committee of the council under Section 86 of the Local
Government Act 1989, the committee is able to act with a
degree of independence from the council, while still being
obligated to adhere to the strict requirements (such as
auditing and record keeping) of the council. The council
employs a Retail Coordinator on a full-time basis to
manage the activities of Shepparton Show Me and
coordinates the governance obligations.

The target marketing strategy combines elements of
promotions, sponsorship, marketing and advertising, as
well as a concerted effort to give ownership of the
campaign to the business community. Just some of the key
activities in 2007/2008 were:

• Kids in the City Playground Pass
The Kids in the City Playground pass was launched in
conjunction with KidsFest 2007 (held in September 2007)

to entice the thousands of families that attended the festival
to come out of the playground and into the Shepparton
CBD. The promotion proved to be a huge success, and was
run again in January 2008. A total of 8000 Kids in the City
Playground Passes were distributed during the September
2007 promotion, and 4000 passes were distributed during
the January 2008 promotion. The promotions have had a
huge success rate, with a conservative estimated economic
benefit back to participating businesses of $180,000 over
the two promotions.

• Shepparton OnShow magazine
Shepparton OnShow is a retail, lifestyle and leisure
magazine promoting all that Shepparton has to offer to
visitors, locals and bargain hunters alike, with discounts
featured throughout the publication. Shepparton OnShow
was delivered to homes, businesses, post office boxes,
coffee shops, hairdressers and restaurants in north east
Victoria and southern New South Wales in July 2007 and
December 2007. 65,000 copies of the magazine were
available in July 2007 and 105,000 copies in December
2007, making it the biggest regional publication of its
kind.

• Shepparton Show Me Ambassadors
The Ambassadors represent Shepparton Show Me, build
brand awareness and positive conceptions about
Shepparton Show Me. Some of their duties include:

• Promotional work for and at sponsored events, during

Surrounded by tourist regions including the Murray River, wineries and snowfields, and without a significant tourist attraction

in its own right, Shepparton faces a tough challenge to attract visitors to the city and its surrounding towns. ALICIA KEOGH

describes how the city has worked with its business community to build a ‘brand’ awareness of its attractions.

Street retailing is an integral part of Shepparton Show
Me.
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school holidays and during peak visitation periods

• Assisting visitors with finding stores, parking, facilities
and streets

• Informing visitors about our retail precincts and Show
Me promotions

• Collecting data about where people are from, where
they are going to shop while in town and how much
they are expecting to spend; and

• Christmas promotions.

These include free gift wrapping, live Christmas trees,
horse and carriage rides, giant inflatable decorations,
shipping container Christmas presents at entrances to
Shepparton, Shepparton Show Me ambassadors topping up
parking meters, a free city bus transporting people from the
CBD out to the shopping centre on the outskirts of
Shepparton and Santa’s sleigh and merry moos (part of
Shepparton’s Moooving Art display).

• Sponsorships
Sponsorship is a key component of Shepparton Show Me,
and strict guidelines have been put in place to ensure
sponsorship is effective. Any sponsorship money provided
by Shepparton Show Me must be spent on marketing the
event, and the funding goes direct to Shepparton Show Me’s
marketing services provider who produces the advertising.
This ensures the branding is honoured. Sponsorship has
become a key element of attracting events to Shepparton.
Shepparton Show Me worked closely with the council’s Events
Department to attract the Victorian Country Football Carnival
to Shepparton and this collaboration means council can
approach potential events with a package to attract them.

The Shepparton Show Me initiative has set a benchmark
in commercial and retail sector marketing, and has given
other regional centres something to aspire to. The structure
and governance of the initiative is unique, and the

marketing tools and promotions that it
utilises are cost effective and
measurable. 

Another key element in the success of
Shepparton Show Me is the transparency
of its activities, with detailed and up to
date annual reports, financial
statements, marketing activity strategies
and plans and communication through
newsletters and its website, giving
business owners greater awareness of
the results of their financial contribution.

The challenge with any initiative such
as Shepparton Show Me is to gauge the
economic impact it has. In 2008
Essential Economics was engaged to
compile an Economic Benefit

Assessment that identified key components of the initiative,
including the sponsorship of events and advertising that
contributed to the success of the brand Shepparton Show
Me. 

The results were overwhelming and demonstrated the
positive impact the initiative has had on the retail sector in
Shepparton. Generally, it showed that:

• Brand awareness was 73 per cent in the key catchment
area

• 27 per cent of respondents who were aware of
Shepparton Show Me were more likely to shop in
Shepparton because of the initiative

• The estimated net effect of the initiative is a 5 per cent
increase in retail sales annually

• This is equivalent to annual sales of some $31 million
that can be broadly attributed to the initiative; and

• This represents an annual return of around $60 in
additional sales for every $1 invested in the initiative. 

With the results of the Economic Benefit Assessment
giving the Shepparton Show Me committee and the city’s
business owners increased confidence in the initiative, it
looks certain to continue to implement creative strategies
that will ensure the long term sustainability of the retail and
commercial sector of Shepparton. 

Alicia Keogh is the Manager Economic
Development, Greater Shepparton City Council

Telephone: (03) 5832 9848
alicia.keogh@shepparton.vic.gov.au

The Shepparton Show Me initiative won the
Economic Development Marketing Award in
the 2008 ED Awards.

Show Me Ambassadors help build the awareness of the Show Me initiative.
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APPLYING THREE HORIZONS TO
REGIONAL ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT 

In developing the “Three Horizons Model”
of business management, McKinsey and Co.
found that organisations which achieved fast
profitable growth for over a decade
demonstrated a pipeline of businesses at
different stages of development ranging from
large core businesses, to emerging
businesses, to options for future businesses.
Because these business building activities will
pay off over different time horizons, the
model was coined the “Three Horizons”
Model.  

A business can be ‘redefined’ as a
regional economy wherein a mature
economy could be thought of as a series of
growth phases which mature individually over different time
periods, with the local community as its shareholders. In
turn, expectations and targets for economic growth would
not just be thought of over a broad 30 year horizon, but
rather as a staged process where existing strengths can be
identified for consolidation over the short-medium term
whilst also seeking to identify and resource future economic
opportunities and entirely new ideas over the medium-
longer term. The model therefore provides a suitable
framework for undertaking strategy development as
importantly, planning according to these horizons should
occur simultaneously and not sequentially.

Typically, Horizon 1 relates to consolidating a region’s
core business through increasing profitability through its
existing ‘operations’. In other words, a regional economy
should seek to consolidate its competitive position through
defending and developing its core industries which sustain
regional economic prosperity. Small scale improvements to
business efficiency and ‘fine tuning’ existing education
offerings which already provide a vital role to regional
workforce development would form part of this horizon.

Horizon 2 relates to diversifying the regional economy
based on its core ‘business’ or existing advantages. These
activities could take the form of step-outs from core business
or be related extensions that simply require new capabilities
and time to build. In undertaking regional economic
development, this could involve exploring opportunities for
value-adding to the local manufacturing base and exploring
potential inter-regional export opportunities from the

existing local business base. In this horizon, ‘organic’
innovation opportunities would be explored particularly
through local small-medium enterprises and through
enhancing regional clusters which may exist in the region.
Significant opportunities exist under this horizon in regions
which offer a well connected business/client community
with a rich base of responsive small-medium enterprises.

Horizon 3 seeks to explore new ideas and business
opportunities. In exploring a regional economy, this horizon
consists of understanding and developing potential ideas
and opportunities consistent with a ‘step change’ in the
regional economy. These opportunities would typically
come from the creation of new products or business models,
industry development opportunities and from exploring
national economic and industry trends with a view to
regional participation. 

Through the use of a robust conceptual model such as the
‘three horizons’, local and regional economies can be
explored with a view to allotting and prioritising local
government resources towards economic development
actions. The ‘three horizons’ model developed by McKinsey
and Co presents an ideal conceptual framework for this to
occur as part of economic development strategy
formulation.

Regional development strategies can draw inspiration from the characteristics of fast growth companies. 

By Marcus Spiller and Robert Costello

Marcus Spiller is a Director of SGS Economics
and Planning and Robert Costello is a
consultant with the firm. Tel 03 8616 0331
www.sgsep.com.au

Figure 1: Timing/flow of planning outcomes
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ENSURING EFFECTIVE CBD MANAGEMENT:
THE CRONULLA BEACH MODEL

Located approximately 20km south of Sydney,
Sutherland Shire has a population close to 215,000 and is
shaped by bays, rivers, national parks and beaches. 

With the desire to create an iconic tourist destination,
Sutherland Shire Council began a project in 1988 to
create a shopping, dining and entertainment precinct in the
centre of Cronulla. 

The area was already growing in popularity with locals
and tourists alike, and the decision was made to transform
Cronulla Street into a pedestrian mall. 

Seed funding of $1 million was made available by the
Federal Government in the bicentennial year and council
committed $6 million to complete the plaza development
and build a multi-storey car park.

This development helped Cronulla Beach CBD, as it is
now known, evolve from a traditional local shopping strip
to a commercial and tourist centre that also appeals to the
leisure and recreational market. 

Characterised by a mix of alfresco dining, bars, fresh
food, restaurants, fashion, supermarkets, homewares, gift
stores, cinemas, hair and beauty and professional services,
the CBD encompasses more than 270 businesses within the
central business district. 

Over the years there has been a change in the
categories of businesses populating the area with a large
growth in food, franchises and surf shops.

To ensure its appeal remains intact and that Cronulla is
sustainable as a place of business, Sutherland Shire Council
adopted a place management approach from the start. 

This model helps to coordinate the people and
stakeholders both inside and outside the area to ensure the
community benefits from a healthy business, leisure and
tourism environment.

Creating a sustainable CBD
Sustainability is often regarded as a buzz word; however
its importance in this case cannot be underestimated. 

It was and is vital that the dining, shopping and
entertainment precinct that was created by council in the
late 1980s survives and continues to create opportunities

for business owners as well as the local community into the
future.

Place management was the answer. But what is it and
why does it work? 

For Cronulla Beach CBD, place management is about
facilitation. It is about creating and maintaining a strong
Cronulla community through the combined efforts of the
people, institutions and agencies involved in governing the
area.

With the varied use of Cronulla Beach CBD and its
stakeholders with often competing objectives, the success
of place management relies on more than just liaison. 

Its success depends on ongoing engagement,
commitment and the stakeholders’ involvement in decision-
making and planning. 

Strong leadership and management with authority are
also paramount to the success of place management. 

Sutherland Shire Council has developed a leading-edge model for managing a CBD that uses place management

techniques to maximise economic activity while ensuring the area stays attractive to visitors.

By Derril Greenway and Rebecca Wood 

INCOME $

Special Levy 412,805

Busking License -

Cronulla Beach CBD
500

Casual Leasing 38,653

Entertainment 5,611

Food & Wine Festival 50,000

Spring Festival 42,200

Council Contributions 548,857

1,098,625

OPERATING COSTS $

Cleaning and Maintenance

(inc Salaries)
402,009 

Security 264,244

Marketing, Promotion 

and Events
205,674

Administration and Salaries 226,698

1,098,625 

Table 1: Cronulla Beach CBD Budget
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As the main stakeholder, council has
taken up the lead role and through it
brings together people and groups to
ensure that the day-to-day operation of
the centre runs smoothly, also that it
benefits both the commercial operators
within the centre and the community.

With key focuses covering community
asset development and maintenance;
economic sustainability, marketing and
promotion; and safety and crime
prevention, Cronulla Beach CBD is
managed by a team which includes a
Place Manager, Cleaning and
Maintenance Coordinator, Plaza
Coordinator, Marketing Coordinator,
Office Assistant and a number of
support staff.

Funding the CBD’s place 
management activities
One of the most innovative aspects of
the place management structure at
Cronulla Beach CBD is how it is funded,
with funding generated from three
sources. 

The first is a ‘special levy’ charged to
property owners within what is termed
the rateable area.

Commercial property owners have
been charged this levy since 1988, with
the rateable area based on the zoning
of land and geographic proximity to the
centre of the plaza area.

Funding is also provided by Sutherland Shire Council,
which is used to clean and maintain the public facility,
lighting, landscaping, meet 50% of the security costs, office
salaries, office administration and operating costs. 

Finally, income is also generated through the events,
entertainment, busking licences and initiatives undertaken
throughout the year by the Cronulla Beach CBD
Management team.

The Place Manager also advises and consults the board
of Cronulla Promotions Ltd, a limited liability company set
up to oversee the operation of the Cronulla Beach CBD and
the spending of the ‘special levy’. 

Cronulla Promotions Ltd has a board of Directors which
comprises four representatives from the business community
and the Director of Property from Sutherland Shire Council,
with the Manager of Cronulla Beach CBD as Secretary. 

The Board meets monthly to discuss marketing and
promotional calendars and approve expenditure. 

Key focuses of place management
In implementing place management, there are three key
focus areas, including community asset development and
maintenance; economic sustainability, marketing and
promotion; and safety and crime prevention.

Each of these areas requires the coordination of a
number of different groups, agencies and stakeholders. 

The Place Manager at Cronulla Beach CBD acts as a
catalyst and conduit between all of them, with the ultimate
aim of improving the social, cultural and economic
conditions for the stakeholders in the area. 

These three aspects play an integral role in the success of
the four core focus areas.

Community Asset Development and
Maintenance
The rateable area within the Cronulla Beach CBD is
considered a community asset which must be clean and
maintained. 

The CBD has a dedicated cleaning and maintenance team.
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The Place Manager oversees day-to-day activities to
ensure that this is done with minimal impact on the public
and property owner’s ability to use the facilities, and within
a reasonable cost.

The CBD has a dedicated cleaning and maintenance
team. 

There is a cleaning and maintenance coordinator, three
full time cleaning and maintenance staff and four casual
cleaners servicing the rateable area on a daily basis and
to assist operationally at all events. 

Their duties involve:

• Cleaning the Plaza tiles with commercial scrubbing
machines 365 days a year

• Ongoing litter patrols

• Attending to spills

• Regular emptying of bins 

• Maintenance and repairs to council assets

• Cleaning and restocking the public toilets

• Setting up casual leasing equipment

• Identifying hazards; and

• Cleaning and logging graffiti.

All standards are maintained by completion of daily logs
that include all duties listed and are audited by the
Cleaning and Maintenance Supervisor.

Economic Sustainability
A prime concern for commercial property owners and
tenants is economic sustainability. 

The management team at Cronulla Beach CBD supports
local businesses and works closely with the Cronulla Chamber
of Commerce to ensure that members are updated and aware
of upcoming activities and issues and opportunities. 

The management team at Cronulla Beach CBD
coordinates activities such as promotional and marketing
campaigns, events, entertainment, signage, tourism
initiatives, research, advertising, public relations and
sources opportunities for businesses to participate in and
interact with their customers. 

These initiatives bring people to Cronulla and in turn
assist in sustaining the business community, especially
throughout the cooler winter months when there is generally
a reduction in trade. 

Management is constantly promoting the area, attracting
people to Cronulla and working with the businesses to
maximise their opportunities in taking advantage of
promotions and activities. 

Communication with the businesses is achieved via mail,
SMS, e-mail and the website. 

A bi-monthly newsletter is circulated to all businesses,
which includes details about upcoming events,
opportunities, inspirational interviews, development
updates and future activities for their planning.

Throughout the year various major events are hosted in
the Cronulla Beach CBD such as the Jazz & Shiraz Food &
Wine Festival, which attracts in excess of 30,000 people
across a weekend in May; Cronulla Spring Festival in
September which is equally as popular; Santa photos at
Christmas; Plaza Popstars Talent Competition; and a new
promotion this year called ‘Shop Your Way to the Movies’.
These events and regular school holiday entertainment are
held throughout the year by the CBD team to attract people
to Cronulla. 

The team also liaises with external event organisers,
coordinates casual leasing of stalls for the Plaza Shopping
Area, issues permits and regulates busking activities, and
maintains a database of businesses, stallholders,
entertainers and community groups.

Maintenance of directional and promotion signage is
also important, along with providing updates through a
regular retailer newsletter and memos, and development of
the Cronulla Beach CBD website – www.cronullabeachcbd.
com.au

Safety and Crime Prevention
One of the central aims of the Place Management strategy
is to assist where possible to make Cronulla a safe place so
people want to visit and spend time there, which in turn has
a significant impact on economic sustainability. 

The Place Manager chairs a quarterly Safety and
Security Meeting with council’s Community Safety officer,
Security Manager, Regulation and Enforcement Unit as well
as the NSW Police, licensed premises, the contracted
security company and interested local businesses to discuss
issues, concerns and trends, plan for events and other
entertainment, and manage various day-to-day security
concerns. 

Cronulla Beach CBD, in conjunction with council, provides
security services to:

• Ensure the Cronulla rateable area properties remain
secure, free from crime, vandalism and other undesirable
activities.

• Encourage and create partnerships between the security
contractor, council, police, local businesses and the
community, and

• Create and promote an environment that is safe and
socially vibrant.

The major challenge with security is to maintain the
confidence of patrons, tenants and shop owners while
providing a “community policing” role without breaching
contracted regulations of engagement.
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A monitored and recorded integrated CCTV system also
exists within the Cronulla CBD and operates as a support
and assurance system to the security patrols and the police. 

Apart from the structure and the innovative funding
model, one of the most important aspects of the place
management initiative is partnerships – developing and
maintaining the right ones. 

The role of the Place Manager is broad-based, rather
than specific. 

It covers a multitude of activities such as facilitation,
resource allocation, relationship management and
ultimately planning and executing the strategic direction for
Cronulla Beach CBD.

The approach of bringing together these differing
concerns and activities under one management arm serves
to ensure that the impacts on all stakeholders are
considered before change proceeds or work is undertaken.

The hope is that this prevents unexpected or negative
consequences that may have a detrimental effect on safety,
security, economic development or day-to-day operational
activity.

Putting place management into practice
One of the prime examples of the Place Management
approach in action is the organisation of the annual Food
& Wine Festival, Jazz & Shiraz. 

Growing from a small event of just 15 stalls with
approximately 3000 attendees in 1995, to a much
anticipated annual event with more than 50 stalls, the event
attracted an estimated 35,000 visitors to Cronulla in 2008. 

The success of this weekend-long event can be attributed
to the ongoing engagement, commitment of the
stakeholders involved in decision-making and planning. 

The business community, various areas of council such as
the communications unit, waste services and parks, the
NSW Police Force, St Johns Ambulance, the Fire Brigade,
council’s private security contractor and customers all
shape how the event is run.

Businesses are given marketing and promotional material
for the event to display in their stores and opportunities for
them to be involved or leverage these events are also
communicated. 

Council also actively works to promote the event through
distributing press releases and event information to print,

broadcast and online media. 

Sutherland Shire Council’s Waste Services
are consulted to ensure Jazz and Shiraz is
run as a waste wise event and Cronulla
Beach CBD staff manage the waste and
recycling. 

NSW Police are consulted on licensing and
security and undertake regular patrols.

Council’s parks unit is informed when the
event will be run so that any planned or
scheduled works in the park can be
completed prior to or deferred until after the
event.

Emergency services are notified and
briefed on the event logistics and are invited
to provide feedback. 

This unified approach ensures all
stakeholders are aware of event
proceedings, and are given an opportunity to
provide feedback. 

Ultimately, it is this approach that ensures
the success of the event and helps create the
fantastic atmosphere that keeps people
coming back year after year. 

Overcoming challenges
Arguably one of the most challenging periods
for a beachside location which relies on a
high number of visitors is the cooler winter
months. 

The CBD’s plaza
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This is no different for Cronulla, and over the years many
different types of promotions and events have been
introduced in this period to attract visitors to the area and
support local businesses.

In 2008, the ‘Shop Your Way to the Movies’ promotion
was created and resulted in the most successful winter
promotion ever conducted by Cronulla Beach CBD. 

In a cost-effective promotion, council purchased an initial
1000 movie tickets at a discount rate. 

The promotion encouraged patrons to shop locally by
rewarding them with a free movie ticket for every $70
spent in any one day with participating businesses. 

It proved so effective that another 1000 tickets were
purchased during the promotion period.

However, what made it a success was not just the free
movie tickets, but the fact that local business owners were
encouraged to participate and inform customers that they
were eligible for the reward. 

It also rewarded the community for showing loyalty to
local shops, and supported a local business as the movie
tickets were valid at the Cronulla Cinemas. 

The promotion was designed to not only bring people to
Cronulla, but keep them there and enabled Cronulla Beach
CBD management to collect valuable data to help in
planning future promotions and events. 

Another challenge faced by Cronulla Beach CBD on a
daily basis is internal communications with property and
business owners. 

To deal with this, the CBD management team has
developed a comprehensive resource guide for businesses. 

The guide provides an introduction for new businesses on
everything there is to know about doing business in
Cronulla. 

For existing business owners the guide is a welcome
refresher on where to go and who to talk to about issues or
questions they may have. 

This concise guide, combined with regular tenant
newsletters and memos, ensures that business and property
owners are kept well informed at all times.

Can this approach work elsewhere?
The beauty of the place management approach for
Cronulla Beach CBD is that it is a successful, sustainable
model which would be highly transferable to other
“places”. 

Ultimately, it involves introducing good communication
systems and ensuring that all stakeholders are consulted
about major decisions. 

For council, the approach brings benefits through
strengthening relationships with local businesses,
improving accountability, safety and amenity for business
and property owners, Cronulla Beach CBD staff and the
public.

Place management is simple, and deals with the
provision of basic services, however it is by getting those
things right and combining this with leadership, trust and
innovation that delivers good results.

Derril Greenway is Sutherland Shire’s Director
Property; Rebecca Wood is the shire’s Manager
Cronulla Beach CBD. To contact the Cronulla
Beach CBD Management Office phone (02)
9527 2100. For further information visit
www.cronullabeachcbd.com.au or email
Rebecca Wood via rjwood@ssc.nsw.gov.au

We hope that you have enjoyed reading the Economic
Development Journal. Articles and other contributions 
are welcomed.

Please email the Editor, Peter Stirling at
peter.stirling@halledit.com.au if you would like to
contribute to a future edition.

Contributing to the ED Journal 
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ATTRACTING INDUSTRY TO INVEST IN A
REGIONAL SHIRE: THE NAMBUCCA STORY

The Nambucca Economic Development Plan identified
the Nambucca Shire as a strategic location on the Mid
North Coast of New South Wales to service the rapid
growth of the region between Port Macquarie and Coffs
Harbour with a population base of 300,000 residences
and growing. 

The key economic development functions of the 2007
plan are designed to deliver real economic outcomes such
as investment attraction, business development, Industry
development and the provision of infrastructure. 

By implementing these core economic development
functions it is possible to achieve the plan’s goals.

Developing relationships with industry
Developing business relationships with industry by
implementing the key economic development functions has
worked, achieved common goals in industry development,
stimulated industrial property development, has been the
catalyst to gain new training infrastructure development,
increased investment, and created local job opportunities.

Council’s economic development and town planning staff
have been able to attract new business to the shire, creating
a seamless transition for company
relocations and local business
expansions, including attracting a large
pre-cast concrete facility to establish
operations within the shire.

Attracting this business has been the
catalyst to opening a new 25 hectare
industrial greenfield development,
providing new industrial land for the
future expansion of the local Nambucca
Valley Vehicle Body Manufacturing
Cluster to continue to grow within the
shire. It has also supported the
development of the new Trade School to
soon be completed and a new industry
skills centre in 2009.

By undertaking a project to form
collaborative relationships with industry,
the council has sought to build a
manufacturing and distribution hub

within the shire in order to create employment opportunities
in an area of high unemployment. 

In 2001, Nambucca had an unemployment rate of 21%
– the highest in its region. 

After working with and assisting the growth of the Vehicle
Body Building Cluster and attracting seven niche
manufacturers to the shire, the motivating and driving forces
behind this project was the need to provide for future
growth.

By June 2008 unemployment figures indicated that the
Nambucca Shire experienced the largest fall in
unemployment in the region (down to 10.4%).

However, we still had the highest unemployment.

There are some key understandings which were critical to
achieve the goal of developing a significant manufacturing
and distribution hub to service the region:

1. Providing the industrial land for existing companies to
grow within your community, encouraging local industry
to expand within your community.

2. Having the confidence in your strategy and industry
growth to encourage potential industrial property

Nambucca Shire has developed award-winning economic development tactics that have attracted new industry to the

shire and provided a significant boost to local business activity.

By Wayne Lowe, Nambucca Shire’s Manager Business Development

The development of new industrial land has realised major economic benefits
for Nambucca Shire.
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developers to get investment ready to develop the site to
deliver new industrial land at a competitive market value
on demand.

3. Providing new industrial land from a greenfield site to be
operational in time frames that suit the growth of the
local industry or, in this case, to suit the set-up time
frames of a new company.

4. Understanding the future growth needs of your existing
manufacturing sector.

In 2007, Nambucca’s Manager Business Development
(the author) reported the success of the growth of the
industrial development to council, identifying that we had
some existing companies that indicated they had the
potential to double in size, and that the skills shortage was
a potential threat to our growth.

Council and industry as a partnership had formed the
Nambucca Vehicle Body Manufacturing Cluster to identify
industry growth impediments such as business expansions
and skills shortages. 

We also measured the growth of the cluster and assessed
the future growth needs and potential.

The partnership then went to the next level by partnering
with the Nambucca Valley Youth Employment Opportunity
Service to create pathways for local students to gain
training and employment in the local vehicle industry
cluster. 

We conducted a skills audit and needs analysis between
all local manufacturers and engaged a consultant to collate
a feasibility study/business plan to lobby government to
develop a centre of excellence training facility in the shire
to support the growth of the manufacturing hub. 

Fifty per cent of the funds for this study
were provided by the NSW Department of
State and Regional Development under a
funding program that provides financial
support for growing business clusters.

The department has been involved with
the cluster development since 2001.

In 2008, commencement of construction
of a trade school in Nambucca Heads was
underway, building great business
confidence. 

At this point, we had an expanding
vehicle body manufacturing cluster and a
growing niche manufacturing cluster.

Creating new industrial land
Now that the training for the future was
secured, the other major issue was the need
for more industrial land. 

Within the shire we had a 16 hectare
parcel of land zoned, however the owner of

the land was encountering problems in managing regional
risk to raise the capital to develop the future industrial
parcel. 

This was a real issue as we had the land zoned but could
not realise it. 

The owner indicated to council that he would sell if we
could attract an investor to develop the land. 

Council worked with the land owner to gain development
application approval and gain a construction certificate
including the necessary part 3(a) approval from the
Department of Lands.

In early 2007, an industrial development company was
attracted to view the land.

After that viewing, the development company purchased
the land and then council started working with them on a
time-frame for the development of the 16 hectare industrial
estate.

Now that we had a developer that could manage
regional risk and develop the land, all we needed at this
point was one major player to get the project moving. 

The developer was ready to go as soon as they had an
expression of interest.

Attracting business
In late 2007, the Manager of Business Development held a
meeting with the company Abigroup after they had
expressed an interest to the Department of State and
Regional Development that they were interested in setting
up a pre-cast concrete manufacturing facility on the Mid
North Coast.

The shire has worked hard to to develop local manufacturing industries.
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A meeting was convened at the shire in October 2007,
at which council showcased the Macksville industrial
development to the managers of Abigroup.

The council demonstrated that it was investment ready,
and that it had a manufacturing network that could support
Abigroup’s development.

I then introduced the management of Abigroup to the
management of developer Buildev, after which they flew
into the shire by helicopter to the site.

After understanding that the greenfield site was ready to
be developed with all of its approvals in hand, they decided
that the Macksville site was to be their new manufacturing
location.

However, there was still one outstanding impediment,
which was that access to the industrial estate was via an old
rail overpass that needed to be replaced as loads of as
much as 100 tonnes would need to be transported over the
bridge, which only had approval to carry 62 tonnes.

The council then set about forming a partnership between
NSW State Rail, council, Abigroup, Boral and the
Department of State and Regional Development to raise $1
million to construct a new rail overpass bridge and
roadworks at the gateway to the Macksville Industrial Estate.

By February 2008 we had negotiated a project funding
contribution formula with contributions from all
stakeholders.

This agreement led to construction of the new industrial
estate, the construction of the pre-cast facility and the
construction of the new Boral concrete batching plant.

Benefits of the project
This project had so many beneficiaries.

The community had a new spirit as a result of the
expansion of the new industrial estate, with Abigroup
constructing a new $8 million facility that would employ 50
people on its first day, along with Boral’s new concrete
batching plant employing 12 staff and Country Energy now
constructing a new sub-station on site.

Buildev was able to start the industrial development,
which was to produce at least 50 full-time positions for 12
months during the construction phase.

Prior to the decision to build the new rail overpass bridge,
the old bridge was a one-lane, no-pedestrian-crossing
bridge leading to the new urban release area of Macksville
and suffered from traffic congestion in peak hours with
existing users. 

The access for residents in the urban release area will be
greatly improved and gain a real benefit from this
development.

The Nambucca Vehicle Body Manufacturing Cluster
group of companies will all benefit, as buses, trucks with
trailers and B-doubles can move freely over the new bridge
without the need to gain permits from State Rail to transport

heavy vehicles over the old bridge.

Niche manufacturers such as PCF
Industries can also bring in new
machinery into the industrial estate
without gaining approvals from State
Rail.

Abigroup will now be able to
establish the pre-cast facility and have
access in and out for all of their
products and supply chain needs.

Abigroup and TAFE signed an
agreement for 30 trainees to start in the
pre-cast facility in November 2008,
which will add to the critical mass
needed to support local training
initiatives.

Many of the local service businesses
have been contracted to build the
industrial estate and the pre-cast facility,
as well as the Boral concrete batching
plant and the country energy sub-
station.

Local construction companies, crane
operators, plumbing suppliers, trucking

Nambucca Shire’s Mayor, Rhonda Hoban, receives a 2008 National Awards
for Local Government commendation from Federal Local Government Minister,
Anthony Albanese, in recognition of the council’s innovative efforts to attract
new industries to the shire.
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operators, concreters and machining workshops all gained
positive economic spin-offs.

Enhancement of local business
confidence
There is new business confidence in retail – Woolworths has
indicated it will be establishing in the Macksville retail
shopping area, with existing retailers applauding the
industrial development for bringing new jobs and
investment into a tight retail market.

The newly developed Macksville industrial estate will
have a surplus of 11 hectares of available industrial land
for existing businesses to expand into and also to allow for
the continued attraction of new manufacturers and
distributors to the shire.

After discussions with Telstra Country Wide, the existing
and new industrial estates will be provided with ADSL2
high-speed broadband services that will benefit both
industry and the community.

With the new and existing industrial estate within only
one kilometre of the Pacific Highway, and the new bridge
accessible by B-doubles, transport in and out of the estate
will improve and help Nambucca Shire emerge as a major
manufacturing and distribution location to service the Mid
North Coast of NSW.

This development will deliver the outcomes projected by
the economic development plan by way of increasing the
average household income to assist with housing
affordability; continue to decrease the Nambucca
unemployment rate; and create new employment
opportunities for local youth.

Abigroup has indicated it will be producing 25,000
cubic metres of concrete pylons and girders for the next 15
years, with the first of the beams being transported to the
Gold Coast from November 2008. 

The extractive industries within the region will also
benefit, as Nambucca does not have the huge quantity of
resources in its own back yard that are needed to meet total
demand for the next 15 years, requiring product to be
transported in from nearby shires to meet future demand.

Lessons from theNambucca experience
I feel there are many lessons to be learnt from my
experience in growing, building and attracting
development to regional NSW, however the first thing is the
need to develop economic development plans. 

This way you will know what you would like to become,
how you will position your community within the business
market, and measure and promote your achievements
within your own community. 

By doing this you gain your community support and
create business confidence and build your team of
government and business allies.

The aspects of Nambucca’s plan most transferable for use
by others include the need to understand what business is
growing in your patch, and work with them and help them
achieve their goals. By doing this you build a culture of
success and support.

Find out who are your “gazelles” in each industry sector
and consult with them and support them as they are the
ones making the biggest investment in your community, and
they believe in what they are doing and have the expertise
that you will need to continue to grow.

Find the local champions and encourage them to help
you promote your aims and objectives by gaining
testimonials of successful projects and promote the reasons
why they were successful. 

Introduce your new business entrants to your business
champions so they can see and learn from these special
people.

As far as lessons learnt, do not be scared to ask for help,
keep improving your business plans, create specific industry
development plans and promote your success. 

This strategy builds teams – not just one team but teams
in all of the areas that you need to take your plans forward,
including teams within a council’s planning and
engineering departments. Engage these staff members in
your industry development networks so they meet your
gazelles and champions.

In relation to this project, I needed to develop teams
associated with my industry clusters, youth and training
services, professional development and business
consultants.

I found there is a big difference in dealing with the large
national players and the local players, but when they join
together at an industry development function you gain the
confidence and trust that is a requirement to move forward
and achieve the planned goals.

Once you show all stakeholders the big picture plan they
then see they are part of a bigger picture, as from my
experience big and small business will work with you as
they know they will ultimately benefit from the prosperity of
the entire community.

If you do not believe in your plans, others will not either.

- For further information, including how to
participate in Nambucca Shire’s industry
networks, email the shire’s Manager Business
Development, Wayne Lowe, at
wayne.lowe@nambucca.nsw. gov.au
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INTERNATIONAL EDUCATION AND TRAINING:
IMPACTS ON ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT 

In this article I want to outline the key considerations for
economic development practitioners and propose
strategies for heightened engagement between local TAFE
institutes and economic development agencies in
supporting and sustaining international engagement.

International Education and Training is a significant
export earner and contributor to economic development. In
2007, figures from Australian Education International (AEI)
indicated that more than 370,000 students from 190
countries were studying at an Australian university, college
or school. Australia is a major player in the provision of
international education, ranking in the top five countries
worldwide. 

The value of Australia’s education exports grew 21 per
cent in 2007 to replace tourism as the top services export
and become Australia’s third largest export overall. The
Australian Bureau of Statistics values education exports in
2007 at $13.7 billion compared to $11.5 billion for
tourism. Only coal ($24 billion) and iron ore ($20 billion)
exceeded the sector’s export contribution in 2007-8. 

While this figure is impressive, the real benefits are
earned through both immediate and continuing cultural
and social links, a contribution to broader employment and
skills base and the impact in making our institutions
internationally recognised and globally connected. 

Australian institutions have been attracting international
students since 1960 under the first Colombo Plan that
offered significant numbers of international scholars places
within Australia’s universities. In 1985 we accepted our
first full fee paying international student, growing into what
we see today as Australia’s third largest export. 

The industry has since matured significantly and
continues to change and respond to global needs. There is
discussion in the industry regarding our move to the third
phase of international education. The third phase is one
characterised by increased mobility of Australian students
internationally, moving from commercial international
business drivers to productive partnerships, and greater
internationalisation across the institution. 

The global demand for international higher education is
forecast to increase from more than 2 million student places

in 2003 to 7.6 million in 2025. Of this global demand, 3.4
million will study in one of the five major English speaking
countries including the United States, the United Kingdom,
Australia, Canada and New Zealand. 

The role of TAFEs
Traditionally, international engagement for the TAFE sector
has translated into inbound students studying in our
facilities. While this will continue to be a large and
important market both economically and culturally, our
member institutes have expanded their international
engagement to include offshore delivery models,
international partnerships with institutions; governments;
and corporations and whole of sector approach to the
reform of other countries’ VET sectors, particularly in Asia
and the Pacific. 

Education and training of foreign students has become a huge and growing industry in Australia with substantial economic

and social impacts on local communities. REBECCA BIAZOS, the Director International Engagement with TAFE Directors

Australia, and a former Coordinator Economic Development with Gold Coast City Council, reviews the key growth drivers

in international education over the coming years and the implications for economic development.

Rebecca Biazos, the Director International Engagement
with TAFE Directors Australia.
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There are 59 TAFE and technology institutes across
Australia (including dual sector universities) that collectively
trained over 1.67 million Australian students in 2007. In
2007, enrolments of international students in TAFE institutes
totalled just fewer than 30,000 students and these continue
to grow at a rapid pace. 

We know that as our companies, workplaces, jobs and
communities become more international, our learning
institutions and qualifications need to internationalise. In 2006
Queensland Education and Training International (QETI) and
the International Education Association of Australia conducted
research that found 6 in 10 employers regarded experience of
overseas study as offering a “unique competitive edge” to a
graduate’s skills. 70 per cent described international
experience as an “exceptional asset”. 

What is driving this growth? There are many drivers
contributing to the growth in popularity of vocational
training programs internationally: 

• Need for a skilled workforce

• Rapidly changing industry and new technology requiring
up-skilling

• Growing capacity to “pay” for skills development

• Link to employment and migration to Australia; and

• Quality of Australian vocational training. 

For many years the Migration Occupation in Demand List
(MODL) has affected students’ course choices as a path to
employment and the possibility of permanent skilled migration
to Australia. Many developed nations including Canada, NZ
and Singapore have a similar program, all vying for skilled
labour to maintain and sustain economic growth. 

It is not surprising that many international students opt to
remain in Australia, which is possible with their
qualifications and experience. International graduates from
Australian institutes on- and off-shore make a major
contribution to Australia by filling jobs in key areas. 

With the current skills shortage it makes sense to look at
the thousands of graduating international students as
skilled, motivated and global minded employees. Since
2001, the growth in applications for skilled migration from
international students (holding an Australian qualification)
have grown from 6273 to 21,421 in 2007/08. 

With changes implemented in September 2007, students
are now also able to remain in Australia for up to 18
months on the 485 skilled graduate (temporary) visa. Just
315 students were granted this visa in 07-08.

The move to offshore skills assessments and the delivery
of Australian qualifications offshore are also having impacts
on local regions. TAFE institutes are involved in the Council
of Australian Government’s (COAG) pilot project to assess
potential skilled migrants’ skills in six offshore locations in
priority trade areas. 

Benefits for communities
International education and training brings many benefits to
communities. These include: income to local institutions and
also to the community, injection of skilled labour, cultural
enrichment and international connections. While we are
proud of the growth in this “industry” it is important to note
that the benefits are more than just economic. 

Australia’s skilled workforce is also a key determinant for
multinational corporations to invest in Australia. A 2004
study found that the quality of the domestic VET-skilled
workforce is ranked equal third in importance, out of 15
factors, when deciding to invest in Australia. 

The benefits to communities are of course both short and
long term. In the short term, international students pay fees
to their institutions, make purchases in the local community,
pay rent etc. International students are also able to work up
to 20 hours per week and with the new General Skilled
Migration visa can remain in Australia for an additional 18
months work or further study if desired. 

Long term benefits include friendships and relationships
generated between Australian and international students,
growing international awareness of the host institution, and
possible long term contribution to Australian labour market. 

Many Australian graduates from all levels of education
have gained highly skilled jobs in their own countries. It is
this connection with Australian institutions and communities
that enable us to build trade, cultural and people-to-people
ties with the countries in the future.

Challenges for communities
As with any growing industry there are some issues. Given
the high concentrations of students in particular
regions/suburbs, housing is high on the list. This problem is
not unique to Australia; recent news from the UK indicates
that the Department of Communities and Local Government
is considering new town planning regulations to stop the
“studentification” of towns. 

Transport is usually next on the list – as it relates to both
access and cost. The issue of concessions for international
students on public transport is hotly contested and varies
state by state. In NSW, for example, international students
are not eligible for travel concessions. Yet on the Gold
Coast the issue is not cost but access, with a report
prepared by the local council on this being cited as one of
the main drawbacks for international students in the city.

An integrated city/region and institutional based
approach is needed to deal with the convergence of student
needs outside the classroom. Adelaide City Council has
adopted a Student Growth Plan which outlines a number of
key actions and interventions whereby the Council will
facilitate and promote an increase in student numbers in
three main program areas:
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• Increasing Supply by Fostering New and Existing
Institutional Growth

• Promoting Adelaide as an Education and Learning City; and

• Engaging students in City life. 

Economic Development Approach 
In 2003, Todd Davis, Senior Scholar, Institute of
International Education, gave an excellent presentation to
the Australian International Education Conference. At the
time I was the Coordinator Economic Development with
Gold Coast City Council and leading the city’s international
education push. 

His presentation focused on the characteristics of
EpiCentre cities and how they impacted (attracted)
international student cohorts. Davis outlined the key
characteristics of a global student city as: 

1. International venue

2. Sports facilities and cultural events

3. Easy access by train and by air

4. Public transportation 

5. Wealth and Job Creation

6. Shopping 

7. Entertainment

8. Showcase for art 

Clearly we can’t all be EpiCentre cities. Yet the eight
characteristics above can be considered by all regions in
planning for international students. In looking at Australia’s
“epicentre cities” in 1998 Davis reported that at that time
65 per cent of Australia’s international students were
located within proximity of Sydney-Canberra-Melbourne. 

Looking at this data again in 2008, 10 years on – the
epicentre cities are Sydney-Brisbane-Melbourne with these
destinations hosting just under 75 per cent of all
international students. 

There are five ways to bring economic development and
international education closer in your region 

1. Seek to understand the key international engagement
models being advanced by your local TAFE (many
institutes have niche markets and niche products that they
are specialising in – for example the Hunter Institute of
TAFE (NSW) delivers training in Iran, Gordon Institute of
TAFE is leading collaboration on fashion design and
production with Hong Kong and Sunshine Coast Institute
of TAFE has strong ties with the Pacific).

2. Get to know the International Director within your local

institute (contact TDA if you need more details).

3. Consider international students as part of your

employment and skills strategy, recognising the value of

their contribution both during and post study and

supporting connections with employers seeking their

skills.

4. Celebrate students and their success through
international welcome programs and community events.
Celebrated success breeds success.

5. Consider research to better understand the capacity and
capability of your region in supporting international
students (see previous economic modeling studies and
recommendations for Gold Coast and Brisbane City at
ht tp://businessgc.com.au/uploads/Educat ion-
InternationalEducationImpactOutline.pdf)

Summary
Australia is uniquely placed in the world to gain an
economic advantage in providing education products and
services. As Australia’s third largest exporter the industry is
a significant contributor to economic and cultural
development of our regions. 

There is no doubt that the demand for international
education will be impacted by the current global financial
crisis. Yet of Australia’s top four export earners – coal, iron
ore, education and tourism, we may be best placed to
weather the storm. 

Rebecca Biazos is the Director, International
Engagement, TAFE Directors Australia. 

Phone (02) 6205 4600 
Email rebeccabiazos@bigpond.com
www.tda.edu.au 

ABOUT TAFE DIRECTORS AUSTRALIA

TAFE Directors Australia is the national peak
association for Australia’s 59 TAFE and
technology institutes. International engagement
is a key platform of Australian TAFE institutes in
their development of skilled workers for a
global economy. www.tda.edu.au
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PREPARING FOR THE TOUGH TIMES

Australia has seen 17 years of consecutive economic
growth so it is not surprising that many have forgotten
what an economic downturn looks and feels like. Retail,
tourism, accommodation, restaurants, construction are all
often hit hard with slowing business and lower revenues
as consumers begin to curb their spending. 

As people begin to lose their jobs in whichever industry
they are employed, they will be spending even less
money, which will exacerbate the situation and the spiral
downwards has begun.

There are many ways that economic development
organisations can prepare for and help their communities
endure the tougher economic times. The preparation
starts long before the trouble does, with a key role for
economic developers involving the diversification of their
local economies and a focus on developing high value-
adding, knowledge-based industries. 

By diversifying the local economy, communities can
spread the economic risk across a broader base of
industries, so a downturn in one industry sector does not
destroy the local economy. By focusing on high-value
adding activities, communities lower the risk of businesses
closing and leaving for “low cost” countries, because the
local jobs are providing real value to the company and
contributing greater to profits, which play a major role for
any company during good and bad times. 

There are plenty of good examples of communities that
have successfully applied this kind of preparation. For
example during the 2000/2001 recession in the US, the
cities of Atlanta, Charlotte and Austin did not suffer the
massive job losses of other US regions and proved very
resilient afterwards. They will be tested again but will
likely weather the current economic storm better than
other US regions.

Difficult economic times can be tough for economic
developers, but there are things you can do for your
community.

Engage with existing businesses
Existing businesses have always been the foundation of
economic development, generally providing between
50%-70% of new capital investment and 60%-80% of
new job creation. In some communities, it will be much
more. 

Engage with your key existing businesses to see what
the slowing global economic conditions mean for them. If
yours is a relatively small community, list the top 20-30
private sector companies in your area. Make it a point to
visit two or three of them each week until each has been
engaged. If your community is larger, the list should
probably be around 50, but the same goal should apply.
As an alternative to visiting each company individually,
you could invite a group of companies to a workshop or
lunch function. 

In any case, the topics below should give some
guidance for the discussion. 

• How will your business be affected by the current
global slowdown? Will it be affected?

• Will your business have to scale back during these
tough times? Is there a danger of having to close?

• How could we (as an economic development
organisation and as a community) lessen the impact of
the global economic slowdown? How could we help
prevent your business from closing?

Helping to increase revenues for local companies is an
easy and very effective way to assist them. By
understanding the needs of your local existing businesses
(by engaging directly with them as described above), you
can also hopefully assist them to identify local suppliers
for the goods and services they use. 

This process could help them lower their costs (less
distribution costs involved if they are local), which is often
a key goal of companies during tough economic times,
and at the same time increase sales for another local
company. By providing local solutions for business needs,
economic development units can prevent “value leakage”
by capturing economic activity that would have otherwise
left the region.

Buy local
A similar tactic would be to promote a “buy local”
campaign. Such an awareness campaign could
encourage residents to shop locally thereby supporting
local businesses. As previously mentioned, the retail,
restaurant and recreation sectors often come under
intense pressure during economic recessions, as
consumers curb their spending. 

With the downturn in the economy, economic development managers need to review the ways they can work actively

with their business community to help shield them from the impacts of the tougher economic times.

By Michael Campbell
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Ensuring that, when consumers purchase items, they
purchase them from local establishments, can go a long
way to assisting local businesses, particularly small retail
businesses. Due to the flow on impacts of these small
businesses (they purchase goods and services as well),
keeping these sorts of businesses up and running during
economic recessions is important.

For communities that rely on one industry sector, like
tourism, or are reliant on one or two large businesses,
times of economic downturn can be challenging. But
hopefully, by working together with the businesses (and
by assisting the businesses in your community to work
together), you will discover solutions that are in the best
interest of the business, your community and your
residents.

Focus on core strengths 
Consider what makes your community unique, what does
your community do really well? Put effort into these core
strengths, ones that will offer both short-term and long-
term growth. Ensure that you are focusing on business
activities that offer high value-adding, knowledge-based
goods and services (to further assist the transition and
diversification of the local economy as mentioned above). 

Look for business activities that will not be strongly
affected by the global economic slowdown. Now you
may be thinking that this all sounds good in theory or that
you have heard this before at a conference. The key is
actually doing it.

Identifying core strengths and growth opportunities for
the future can be a very detailed process that you get
outside help with or it can be an exercise that you run on
a more simplistic basis. For example, if you have a large
defence force installation, everyone in the community
knows this is a huge asset and something that your
community “does well”. 

Government spending, particularly on defence, tends
to happen locally and it is an industry sector that is very
recession proof, as governments tend to spend regardless
of economic conditions. Does the ADF have plans to
grow? Can you assist in facilitating or lobbying for more
expansion of the ADF presence? 

As another example, does your community grow a lot
of sugar (or another crop, like grain)? Due to
environmental regulation and more “green” consumers,
environmentally friendly fuels and chemicals will have
stronger demand moving forward. These types of
products that are derived from crops like sugar or grains
also bring a high degree of technology, thereby
contributing to the transition to high value-adding and
knowledge based activities.

Additionally, the solar sector remains very active
globally in response to regulation around the world

encouraging renewable energy. These policies will
remain in place, so demand for this sector will remain
strong. Does your community have existing skill sets that
can easily be transitioned to the solar sector? For
example, the automotive sector normally has highly
skilled machine operators and engineers, who could
easily be transitioned to advanced machinery that
manufactures solar cells or panels.

Focus on catalytic infrastructure 
Infrastructure takes a long time to build, so if it gets
started soon, then it will be completed hopefully when the
economy has turned around, so that you can leverage the
infrastructure for future job growth. An added benefit is
that construction (government funded in many instances)

Potential
Catalytic
Infrastructure

Why?

Airport
runway
extension

Allows larger jet planes to land. For
areas heavily reliant on tourism, this
can mean more tourists can visit the
area after the economic downturn.

Gas
pipeline/
infrastructure

Like any utility infrastructure, this can
provide critical resource for industrial
development. Water/Sewer/Gas
/Power/Telecommunications are all
good projects to increase capability
for communities.

R&D Centre
(physical
building)

A specialist R&D centre that focuses
on an industry that is especially
strong in your community could
house some university related
research and course work after the
economic downturn. This R&D
capability could add significant value
to the local industry by generating
innovative new ideas. This specialty
capability could also be attractive to
other industries for expansion
opportunities after the downturn.

Educational
Centre
(physical
building)

Similar to the specialist R&D,
educational facilities that focus on a
specific field of study that
corresponds to local business and
industry needs could assist local
businesses and help attract new ones
after the downturn.

Table 1: Examples of catalytic infrastructure
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can pour millions into local economies and generate
significant jobs locally as well as help sustain some of the
local industries harder hit by the downturn (retail,
restaurant, accommodation, etc). Regional Development
Australia and the Commonwealth’s recently announced
Local Community Infrastructure Program should be able to
assist.

The key is in identifying what can be a catalytic piece
of infrastructure. No one wants to build a “bridge to
nowhere”. The infrastructure should be something that
your local market is already demanding, although the
current demand may not be sufficient to validate the
investment today. Also, existing industries should be able
to leverage the infrastructure for future growth.

Table 1 demonstrates some examples of catalytic
infrastructure. Naturally, these types of projects require a
certain amount of analysis and feasibility testing as well
as submissions for funding. Local governments may need
to access outside assistance for these examinations and
reports.

Hopefully the drastic policy changes and stimulus/relief
packages that many of the largest economies in the world
have implemented will assist the global economy to get
back on track. In any case, by focusing on existing
industries, core strengths and key infrastructure, your
community will be better off, and better suited to deal
with economic downturns in the future.

Michael Campbell is a Senior Consultant with
the AECgroup, an Australian consultancy that
provides a comprehensive suite of economic
development services to governments at all
levels.

Tel: (07) 3831 0577 
Email: michaelc@aecgroupltd.com
www.aecgroupltd.com.au

Logan looks for
business leaders 
for ED advice
Queensland’s Logan City Council is in the process of
selecting business leaders to join the board of directors
of a newly established company with a charter to guide
economic development in Logan City.

The “for profit” company established by the council
will advise it on matters relating to regional economic
and tourism development and on commercial/industrial
development opportunities in Logan City.

A council spokesperson says the company will also
have responsibility for establishing additional revenue
streams for the council. The spokesperson says money
from any operations established through input from the
company will most likely be used to help retire council
debt, to reinvest in future projects and to benefit the
community.

The council recently advertised for four business
leaders to take up positions on the board and is presently
considering the applications received as a result of the
advertising process. The board will consist of the four
members appointed from the business world, and four
company board members will be councillors or council
nominees.

The directors will be elected for the four-year term of
the council and the board will meet bi-monthly. 

For more information, contact Logan City
Council on (07) 3412 3412. 
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CREATING AN INDIGENOUS
BUSINESS CULTURE

IBA is a Commonwealth statutory authority with its
own board and charter that states IBA must act
commercially whilst protecting the economic interests of
Indigenous people. This involves the provision of pathways
for aboriginal and Torres Strait Island people to get into
business and participate in the mainstream economy. 

IBA has accumulated a net asset base of around $972
million. We receive $40 million in appropriations against
our actual revenue base of around $160 million – so about
a quarter of it comes from the Federal Government. Our
portfolio comprises home loans, small business lending;
and major capital investments.

There are around 322 small business loans and we
provide business support to around 1000 businesses
across the country. By business support we mean things like
mentoring, business planning, feasibility studies, coaching
– whatever is required to keep that business viable in the
initial start up period. 

We currently have 32 capital investments and a deal
flow of about 100 investments going through our books at
any point in time, so we have a lot of business coming to
us on a regular basis. 

So why does IBA exist? IBA exists to help the First
Australians to become an integral part of the mainstream
economy. Why is that important? It is because the gap that
exists for Indigenous people for trying to participate in the
mainstream economy is quite large. 

IBA exists to step into areas where the financial systems
can’t actually reach and we do so by taking on a fairly
large appetite for risk. If you look at our home loan
portfolio, the average LBR of that portfolio is around 95, so
most banks have to have it sitting around 80. So we take
on lenders who have basically no security or we take on
lenders who have credit impairment but have been able to
demonstrate that they have the capacity to repay a loan
with some measure of assistance. 

We exist to create wealth and that’s really important.
Once you bought a house you started to look for other sorts
of investments and that was a basic pathway for any one
of us to try and begin to accumulate wealth. That pathway
isn’t well articulated for a lot of Indigenous people when
you are coming out of a position with limited generational

wealth being passed on and you lack the capital base to
enter into things like home ownership and subsequently
business ownership. 

IBA is not like a lot of other Government agencies in that we
don’t give grants. We might lend you money, or provide you
access to professionals like lawyers, accountants or marketing
consultants, but we won’t hand out money to individuals. 

Grants undermine the client’s perspective of their ability
to repay their loans and their personal responsibility. So the
IBA has been set up to encourage the idea of people taking
personal responsibility for their financial affairs. 

IBA provides support and creates pathways for people to
get into business, enter home ownership and capital
investments, but we don’t create dependence. We don’t
want our clients to come back to us again to get new
business plans; we don’t want them to come back to us
asking for help to get insurance- we won’t help them
organise insurance. 

IBA will tell them how to do it but we won’t go through
the process again, because every time we do we take
away the learning experience and the pathway we have
created to reach dependence. 

Since our home ownership product commenced, we
have had about 13,000 clients go through with about
3400 currently on our books. The average LBR at start up
so when that person first applies for the product the
average LBR or the level of lending to the value of the
product is about 99.1% so there is only about .9% equity
in the product on average at application. 

Small business activities 
Small business is a major component of our activity. We
provide assistance for Indigenous entrepreneurs to develop
feasibility studies or business plans and have provided
support to about 1050 businesses at any point in time. 

IBA inherited this product from ATSIC when it folded
about three years ago, with the failure rate of business
loans about 58%. IBA, with its commercial charter,
managed to get it down to about 7% which is comparable
to the major banks at around about 5%. The average
length of the loan is about 8 years in duration and similarly
most of those are paid out. 

Indigenous Business Australia (IBA) is a commercially focused organisation committed to stimulating and supporting the

sustainable economic development of Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander peoples. The Deputy General Manager of the

IBA, CRAIG DALZELL, outlines how the IBA is working to help Aboriginal clients to create their own enterprises.
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The average first year’s survival rate for the businesses
we’ve got is about 84% – the national average is actually
60%. Our 5 year survival rate is just over 70% which
compares to 48% in the latest census data. We achieve
those statistics by providing some good rigour at the
beginning of the process, and ensuring that everybody had
adequate business plans – that strong feasibility studies
done up front – and that they get some level of mentoring
and coaching appropriate to their circumstances. 

There are no grants and no gifts in that process; if you
stay in business you did so because you did it on
commercial terms. In terms of our enforcement, we enforce
the loans just like a bank. We are a patient lender but not
one that walks away – in other words, we will support you
when you get into trouble. We will do whatever we can to
help you but, if it is not going to work for any number of
reasons, we foreclose like anybody else does.

We do studies around the country to see where there are
opportunities for Indigenous business, and we go and
assess and look for the characteristics such as where there
are particular skill sets or market opportunities around
aboriginal communities and where there are some levels of
unemployment. 

So people are basically job ready, and there is a market
for some new products, we will try to stimulate businesses
in a particular area. An example of that would be in
Gallowinkoo, an island north of Darwin with a population
of about 2000 with very high levels of unemployment, very
low levels of business. 

Over the course of the last 18 months, we have had 20
new small businesses start up there. Those are the type of
initiatives where we can see the potential for entrepreneurs
to emerge, there is a basic skill set there and we try to
identify where the markets may be and invite people into
them. 

Equity investments
Equity Investments is the big end of our business. This is
where we try to identify commercial opportunities for
Aboriginal groups to get into projects that will provide a
source of income to allow those groups to do two things:
first, to meet their future economical aspirations and,
secondly, it often helps fund some of their social
aspirations. 

Scarborough House in Canberra is one such investment.
It has a unit trust that sits over the top of it in which six
Indigenous corporations have invested and they get an

The Ngarda Civil & Mining business enterprise has grown as an Indigenous-run mine contracting operation from its early
roots as a very small business to becoming a substantial employer of Indigenous people with major contracts.
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income stream each of around about $1 million depending
on their level of investment. That’s an investment we bought
for $3million, with $30million worth of work. It is now
worth $83million and generating very substantial returns
for the aboriginal businesses. 

So they get that cash back and they are putting it into
their social and economic programs to build further
commercial aspirations and commercial opportunities for
people in their area. It is also providing scholarships,
grants and assistance for people to get into jobs and get
through school. 

We also buy and sell companies. We have a range of
investments – about 32 of them in total including mining,
mine services, tourism, and commercial property, such as
Kakadu properties, the Croc Hotel, Cooinda Lodge and
Yellow Water Tours. 

There a number of properties across a number of sectors
and each of those properties meets a particular
commercial outcome that the Indigenous group that we are
a partner with is trying to achieve. So they might be trying
to generate employment; they might be trying to generate
long term growth in a capital base; they might be trying to
generate cash flow - it depends and we try and match the
investments to those aspirations. 

For example, Cape Don is a fishing experience north of
Darwin – if you are expecting warm showers – well you
might not get one – but you are going to have some of the
best fishing you have ever experienced. People fly from all
over the world to go fishing there. This is a resort which
was almost sent into liquidation when we purchased it for
$350,000 about 18 months ago. 

It sits on the country of the Ajula people who have
basically no form of employment in their particular country.
The reason we bought Cape Don was that it was the
beginning of an asset base for that group which they have
come in to with a 10% equity stake. IBA lent the Ajula
people the money to come into the investment and from the
profits of this investment they will repay the loan and they
will own their 10% stake and from the profits that they get
in the future from this investment they will buy out IBA’s
equity. 

Over the period of time it takes for the Ajula people to
buy us out, my staff who are all company directors, will
have spent time with them building the governance models
and building the capability for them to run Cape Don
themselves. 

That investment by itself isn’t a great earner, but it is
generating profits. However there is a nearby 5 star resort
which we knew was going to come on the market and
hence our interest in Cape Don. Buying the second
property means that we can join the two properties up and
then have a viable product for a long term sustainable
investment for IBA and the Ajula group in the future. 

Mine contracting company
Ngarda Civil & Mining is another one of our investments
that operates out of Perth at Port Hedland. It is a mine
contracting company and has recently reported having
80% aboriginal employment. At least 200 people go
through the training program to become miners in the Port
Hedland area. 

It’s a joint venture between IBA, Leightons Holdings and
the Ngarda Foundation which is made up of the nine clan
groups within the Port Hedland area. With investments
such as these, IBA will look to bring industry experts with
us. IBA knows how to buy and sell companies and run
them, but we are not industry experts in anything except
tourism. We rely on bringing good industry partners in with
us but also having our Indigenous partners as active
members of the board right along side us. 

IBA’s role is to broker that three-way relationship and
when the Indigenous corporations buy us out you are left
with the industry partner and the Indigenous partner
running that investment into the future. In Ngarda’s case, it
literally started with six lawnmowers and two whipper
snippers seven years ago. Last year Ngarda Civil & Mining
won the contract to operate the Yarri Mine on behalf of
BHP - a base contract of $300million that has potential for
additional revenue which could rise to $500million over
the next 5 years. 

The important dimension for us is bringing big business
into the relationship with our Indigenous partners as there
is a very strong willingness amongst business to be
involved in these types of activities. It is great for social and
corporate responsibility and there is an enormous work
force that is untapped in these Indigenous communities.
Corporate Australia would like to engage with in a
meaningful way and, in these partnerships, this is a good
opportunity to do so. 

NSW investment opportunities
We have started to work with Indigenous groups in NSW.
Under their land rights legislation, the NSW communities
are required to develop what they call land and community
business plans. Through those business plans, we are
taking the opportunity to introduce what might be their
investment opportunities for that land. 

Nambucca would be our first cab off the rank. It is on the
mid north coast of NSW and the local Indigenous land
council owned a block of land which was worth about
$4millio. Property developers were keen to pay them
$5million to get hold of that block of land and to build a
shopping centre. 

We learned of the deal and spent some time with that
land council and convinced them to hold onto the land. We
have set up a joint venture with the Nambucca Indigenous
groups – they have contributed the land and we have
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matched the land’s value dollar for dollar. We are now
starting to construct a shopping centre on that block of
land. 

The modeling of that shopping centre says that, in about
15 months time when that shopping centre is finished, the
value of the asset will be about $25 million, the Indigenous
group are leveraging our relationship with the Westpac
Bank to obtain finance which they wouldn’t have been able
to get themselves. 

Over the next 15 years they will have about 20% of the
dividend flow go back in to fund their own social
programs, but the remainder will then go to buying out the
IBA. In 15 years they will own that asset completely and
modeling suggests at that point in time that asset will be
worth about $41million. 

That is a very substantial difference to the $5 million
cash they would have received if they had taken the deal
from the property developer. This is the opportunity that the
Indigenous groups have by contributing the land and
finding investors that are prepared to match the value of
the land as their equity and build those assets in that co-
operative way. We estimate the shopping centre will
generate about 250 new positions for employment for the
local area so that is a fairly important opportunity.

Sugar Shaker
IBA has bought the Sugar Shaker, which is the Holiday Inn
Townsville, not for its tourism potential, but because it is
relatively immune from the vagaries of the tourist market due
to its links to the corporate accommodation market. Since
being acquired for $25m in June, we have started three new
small businesses including the commission of 450 pieces of
locally produced Indigenous art that will be installed as part
the $3million refurbishment of the hotel. The refurbishment
has all been done by Indigenous businesses. 

What IBA was able to do with this investment is to start
to leverage off a whole range of small business
opportunities that otherwise wouldn’t have existed in a
particular market with a very strong indigenous population.
So this is the type of a model that IBA is going to take
forward into the future rather than trying to find some of the
more passive assets like property investment.

The Croc hotel is one of a number of tourism-related investments by the IBA and local Indigenous communities designed to
provide a continuous income stream as well as opportunities for the local Indigenous people to supply products and
services to the hotel.

Craig Dalzell commenced his role as the
Deputy General Manager of IBA in February
2007 following a career in the public and
private sectors. This article is an edited extract
from his presentation to the National Economic
Development Conference in October.
For more details go to www.iba.gov.au


